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A B S T R A C T

Hand-held robots are an exciting new extension to the toolkit of hand tools

at our disposal. They allow the benefits associated with robots, such as pre-

cision and task specific knowledge, to be integrated into a form factor that

is convenient and cost effective.

This work isolates two categories of hand-held robots: reduced degree of

freedom robots must rely on the human for at least some degrees of freedom

at the end effector; and locally capable robots have the facility to completely

decouple user motion of the handle of the robot from that of the end effector.

A robot of each variety is designed and built for a set of five degree of

freedom tasks, and algorithms for generating end effector trajectories are

implemented for both.

Both types of hand-held robots rely on a close collaboration with the user

to be successful. To facilitate information flow from the robot to the user

an Augmented Reality (AR) headset is used. The level of visualisation detail

required to form an effective collaboration is investigated. It is found that the

level of detail is less important to performance when the robot has control

of the interaction, though high fidelity visualisation are important when the

user is in control of the integration.

Which agent is in control of the interaction at a tactical and operational level

is also analysed. Reduced degree of freedom robots must share these levels of

planning with the user, and this is found to cause conflict with some users.

Complete allocation of these levels to an agent is possible with locally capable

robots. No strong evidence of conflict was observed when these roles were

more clearly allocated to the user or the robot.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Robots are typically thought of as either stationary devices with articulation,

such as robotic arms used to paint car bodies; or as mobile systems such as

humanoids or Mars rovers. In contrast this work is contributing to a set of

robots that falls between these categories; the hand-held robot. A hand-held

robot is defined in this work as:

Hand-Held Robot: An agentive device, purposed to act in the

physical world in order to accomplish a task. The device should be

mobile through being moved and supported by a human, and un-

supported by the ground. The device may have additional actuation

for moving an end effector.

Hand-held robots do not need locomotion systems that come with addi-

tional actuators, weight and expense. Instead they rely on the human user

for locomotion, as shown in Figure 1.1. Hand-held robots have niche ap-

plications in a number of interesting areas, such as assisting eye surgeons

achieve super-human steadiness and force control without having a cumber-

some fixed robot in the work space, (Gonenc et al., 2016).

The advantages of hand-held robots come at a cost; these systems inher-

ently share control between the robot and the human user. Formulating the

approach to the problem (planning) and moving the end effector are both

shared between the user and the robot. If the user does not know what is

required of them to complete the task, the completion of the task would be

impossible. As such there must be a joint understanding between the robotic

system and the human user about how to approach the task. Further, even

if the plan is fully understood by both agents, the success of the task also

relies on the adequate implementation of the plan by both agents.

The flow of information between the robot and the user will be facilitated

through the use of an AR headset. This technology allows the user to see

computer generated graphics overlaid on top of the scene. This allows the

systems presented in this thesis to provide task specific information that is

aligned with real world objects in the user’s vision.

This thesis focuses on hand-held robots that are free to move in a full 6 DoF

way, and target tasks that require 5 DoF positioning, however the conclusions

and discussions found within the thesis can be extended to either higher or

19
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Figure 1.1: This figure shows the typical features of the systems presented in this
thesis. The user holds the robot and manoeuvres it around the task. They
are provided additional information regarding the progress of the task,
instructions on how to proceed, or visual aids via an AR headset. Also
shown are two original examples of hand-held robots, one is considered
a reduced degree of freedom robot, the other is locally capable. This is true
given that the task requires 5 DoF to complete.
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Figure 1.2: This image provides an overview of the hardware that is built to pur-
sue the research questions in this thesis. The top series of robots have
a single axis and are used to investigate the properties of reduced degree
of freedom hand-held robots in Chapter 6 and 7. At the bottom is two
views of the five axis hand-held robot used in Chapter 8 to investigate
the properties of locally capable hand-held robots. Finally, on the left is an
Ink-jet hand-held robot that is a reduced degree of freedom hand-held robot,
that is discussed in Appendix A.
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lower DoF tasks and user input. An overview of a system typical of the ones

discussed in later chapters is shown in Figure 1.1.

The robots designed and tested in this these are intended to be used

in a one handed manner, standardising this allows for some comparison

between the robots. Further the robots that were presented by Gregg-Smith

and Mayol-Cuevas (2015) and Gregg-Smith (2016) use exclusively a dual

handed grip, therefore the work presented here extends the range of form

factors analysed in the scientific literature. The robots used in this thesis are

show in Figure 1.2.

1.1 reduced degree of freedom and locally capable hand-held

robots

The terms Reduced degree of freedom and locally capable are defined in this

thesis to refer to types of hand-held robots. The definitions used are as fol-

lows:

Reduced degree of freedom hand-held robot:

This is a robot that has less degrees of freedom than the task requires.

This necessarily means that user motion of the base of the robot will

couple to the end effector.

Locally capable hand-held robot:

This is a robot that has as many or more degrees of freedom than the

task requires. The robot can completely decouple user motion from

the end effector, if the desired location of the end effector remains

within the reachable area.

Note that these concepts are task dependent. The single Degree of Free-

dom robot used in Chapter 6 would be locally capable if the task only required

the end effector to track a single DoF. For example “end effector height from

the ground”. The user is only required to have the robot in the vicinity of

the correct height, and the robot can decouple the user’s motion in this DoF

(as long as its axis is not orthogonal to this direction).

Equivalently the five DoF robot used in Chapter 8 could be considered a

reduced degree of freedom robot if the task was instead a 6 DoF one, as the robot

would not be able to decouple the last DoF.

Whether a robot is locally capable or a reduced degree of freedom robot has

strong implications on what kinds of algorithms are applicable, as well as

the performance guarantees of the system. A reduced degree of freedom robot

must share end effector motion with the user at all times, and therefore
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Figure 1.3: This figure shows a high level conceptualisation of the hand-held ro-
botic systems discussed in this thesis. The embodied hand-held robot
fundamentally has two agents controlling it, the human user and the
automated system. The user has exclusive control of the position of the
base of the robot, and the user and the robot share control of the end
effector. Feedback to the user is presented via two methods, AR, such
as through the Microsoft Hololens, and robotic gesturing. Robotic ges-
turing is the action of conveying information to the user based on the
movement of the end effector itself. Finally there can be a shared high
level plan, though there is no guarantee that the user will provide a clear
plan that is interpretable by the robotic system, or that the user will fully
understand the plan provided by the robotic system.

the accuracy in the un-actuated DoF are bounded by the user in those DoF.

Measurements of user accuracy are presented in Chapter 5. Locally capable

robots however can decouple user motion from the end effector, and as such

the accuracy is bounded by the tracking of the robot and the performance of

the actuation on the robot. Though it should be noted that this decoupling

can only be performed locally; actions from the user that are larger than

the reachable area of the robot also must move the end effector. To track a

specific trajectory the user must comply with the plan by moving the base

such that the end effector can always reach the current set point. Hence,

despite local decoupling, the user and the robot are still in a shared control

system.
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A diagram of the flow of information in the shared control system is

shown in Figure 1.3. The block labelled "Artificial Intelligence" is repres-

enting the abstract agency of the robot, and is not a separate entity. Not all

connections shown in Figure 1.3 are present in all the systems presented and

tested in this thesis. The most complete system, described in Chapter 8 does

contain all elements shown.

1.2 research questions

The information in this thesis details an attempt to better understand the fol-

lowing questions, and aims to help future designers answer these questions

for their own applications.

Which agent should have ownership of making the plan?

It is shown in Chapter 7 that if the ownership of making the tactical plan

(which sub element to tackle next), is ambiguous, or if a robot interferes

with the user’s plan, then users will experience higher task load. Making

the allocation of tactical planning more explicit can reduce task load. Explicit

allocation is investigated in Chapter 8.

What form should the robot take to provide adequate assistance?

Two major categories are explored in this thesis: locally capable and reduced

degree of freedom hand-held robots. The development of original robots in

both categories is presented in Chapter 3. These systems form the basis for

experimentation in all other chapters. It is found that reduced degree of freedom

robots are compatible with tasks that do not require the tracking of partic-

ular trajectories at the end effector. Online and dynamic path planning ap-

proaches such as those presented in Chapter 6 are necessary. Locally capable

robots on the other hand, as tested in Chapter 8 can track specific trajector-

ies, and are required if the tactical plan is going to be controlled exclusively

by the robot. The operational control of the end effector can also be fully in

the domain of the robot.

What information is necessary to facilitate the collaboration?

The user of a locally capable robot does not need to know the low level de-

tails of the task, as the robot can act on those independently. Does removing

this low level information hinder users of hand-held robots for a trajectory

tracing task? Chapter 8 details experiments indicating that user comfort is
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greatly increased when they can see the underlying actions of the system. If

the robot is in control of planning, performance is not hindered much when

low level detail is removed, though performance is hindered if planning is

left to the human.

1.3 contributions

When investigating the aforementioned research questions the following

contributions were made:

• Designed and built both a locally capable and a reduced degree of freedom

robot for the completion of a 5 DoF task. These robots were then used in

experiments to determine the properties of such systems when paired

with a user.

– Implemented a first of its kind single piece delta robot mechan-

ism. Requiring only one fabrication process, it can be cheaply re-

produced with little manual assembly.

• Designed and evaluated a real time path planning scheme for a reduced

degree of freedom hand-held robot for use in a collaborative spraying

task.

• Determined via a user study that providing greater assistance to the

user increases task performance, however for a sub-set of people the

assistance also resulted in increased task load.

• Calculated an estimate of the bounds of accuracy that can be expec-

ted from a user complying with an augmented reality display, and

provided recommended specifications for designing a robot to assist

with this error.

• Demonstrated that whether the human or robot has control of the tac-

tical plan has little effect on task performance. One exception is the

case where the human has sufficient, but incomplete information re-

garding the low level task; in this case the robot having control of the

tactical plan aids performance.

• Demonstrated two methods of aligning a AR display with the coordin-

ate system of the robot. The first method is simple to implement,

though requires care on behalf of the user. The second method does

not require care on the part of the user, though requires additional

markers to be attached to the AR headset.
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1.4 outline of the thesis

This thesis is comprised of 9 chapters and 1 appendix. To ensure that the

purpose of the chapters is clear they are summarised here:

• Chapter 1 introduces the core ideas of the thesis and provide motiva-

tion for the topics that will be covered.

• Chapter 2 provides some background for the ideas pursued in this

thesis, based on works by others. A brief overview of terminology, ex-

isting hand-held robotic systems, AR and Virtual Reality (VR) instruc-

tion systems, path planning for spraying applications and six DoF robot

tracking is given.

• Chapter 3 then details the implementation details of the robots that

are used throughout the thesis. These consist of a single DoF robot to

be used as a reduced degree of freedom hand-held robot and a five DoF

robot to be used as a locally capable hand-held robot. For the latter a

innovative single piece composite delta linkage is presented.

• Chapter 4 details two methods of aligning an AR headset with an ex-

ternal coordinate system. These are used in Chapters 5, 7 and 8 in the

context of user studies.

• Chapter 5 details a user study that was designed to measure how ac-

curately users could follow visualisations shown to them through an

AR headset with a hand-held robot.

• Chapter 6 presents the design and verification of an online method

for path planning for a single axis reduced degree of freedom hand-held

spraying robot. This algorithm is shown to be efficient enough to run

in real time via demonstration on a hand-held robot. It also chooses

high quality paths.

• Chapter 7 details a user study that was conducted to analyse how

the algorithm designed in Chapter 6 compares to simpler assistance

paradigms. It is shown that the more active assistance methods did

indeed increase average performance by some measures. However the

group of participants became divided on the task load metric. Par-

ticipants indicated that this was due to conflict at the tactical level

specifically. This motivated the next chapter, testing more explicit al-

location of the tactical planning.

• Chapter 8 details the software design decisions required to allocate

the tactical plan to either the user or the robot, when using a locally
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capable hand-held robot. A user study is conducted to investigate how

the allocation of the tactical plan effects user performance. Further the

visualisation detail provided over the AR headset is also investigated,

to see how this interacts with the tactical plan allocation.

• Chapter 9 summarises the thesis and the contributions made within

it. Limitations of the research are also highlighted, as well as fruitful

directions of future research.

• Appendix A presents details regarding an Inkjet based hand-held ro-

bot. This is a reduced degree of freedom robot for liquid application. The

robot was functional, though was not used in experiments due to reli-

ability issues regarding the maintenance of the Inkjet head.
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B A C K G R O U N D W O R K

2.1 hand-held robot definitions

It is important to define what the key terms in this thesis, and explain how

these definitions were synthesised. These definitions will be used to categor-

ise robots in Section 2.3 as well as to help draw distinctions about the level of

assistance provided by the robotic system found in the original experiments

in Chapters 6 and 8.

First, although the term "robot" has a popularly understood meaning, a

rigorous definition will aid in making the following discussion more con-

crete.

Robot:"An agentive device in a broad sense, purposed to act in

the physical world in order to accomplish one or more tasks."IEEE

Robotics and Automation Society. Standing Committee for

Standards Activities. et al. (2015)

This definition conflicts with some of the usages of "robot" in common

parlance, for example a remote controlled "battle-bot" is rejected because

no agentive aspect to those devices. Similarly some may use the shortened

version of the word, "bot" to refer to an automated program that acts in a

purely digital domain, such as in "bot-nets", this is in conflict with the above

definition due to the lack of action in the "physical world".

To refine this definition to include only hand-held robots and not other

domains such as mobile robots, wearable robotics, humanoids etc. the following

definition is provided.

Hand-held:"Designed to be operated while being held in the hand"

- Merriam-Webster Dictionary

However in the context of robotics, this definition of hand-held is vague,

would assisted driving car be a hand-held robot if the user is holding the

steering wheel in their hand? Or a surgical robot where the controls are held

in the hand? The above definition for "hand-held" is refined and combined

with that of "robot" to form the following definition for "hand-held robot"

28
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Hand-Held Robot: An agentive device, purposed to act in the

physical world in order to accomplish a task. The device should be

mobile through being moved and supported by a human, and un-

supported by the ground. The device may have additional actuation

for moving an end effector.

In Section 2.3.4 some devices that are very close to the above definition,

though fall short in some aspect, are analysed. These examples help clarify

the definition by demonstrating its limits.

2.2 shared control definitions

As highlighted in Chapter 1, a hand-held robot is necessarily a shared con-

trol system. However "shared control" as a concept encompasses many other

areas of robotics so it is necessary to define this term and correctly situate it

in the context of hand-held robotics.

Abbink et al. (2018) provide a definition for shared control that amalgam-

ates some of the definitions found in earlier works:

"In shared control, human(s) and robot(s) are interacting congru-

ently in a perception-action cycle to perform a dynamic task that

either the human or the robot could execute individually under ideal

circumstances." - Abbink et al. (2018)

This definition was designed specifically to reject systems where the ro-

bot performs control tasks outside the capabilities of a human, for example

a high bandwidth fighter aircraft controller. However relevant to us it also

excludes the symmetric category, where the human is significantly more

capable than the robot. In our case a drawing task could be hypothetically

completed by the user alone, though the robot, being hand-held cannot man-

oeuvre at all without human interaction. This poses a problem, as removing

the requirement for locomotion hardware on the robot is the purpose of

hand-held robotics as an idea . As such this definition makes it impossible

to share control with a hand-held robot in task that require locomotion of

the robot body.

An earlier definition by Yanco and Drury (2004) outlines a simpler defini-

tion of shared control:

"With shared control, the robots are able to do some part of the task

and the human operator must do some part of the task." - Yanco

and Drury (2004)
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This definition is more liberal in what it includes, essentially only exclud-

ing fully autonomous systems and tele-operated or manual systems. For the

purposes of our work, we understand shared control to be:

In shared control, human(s) and robot(s) are interacting congru-

ently in a perception-action cycle to perform a dynamic task.

This truncated definition from Abbink et al. (2018), captures the scope of

the shared control systems that are presented here.

Further to the idea of Shared Control, there is discussion on how to define

the specific roles and priorities of the actions that are shared between the

robot and the user. Abbink et al. (2018) discuss this using different levels of

task execution: strategic, tactical, and operational levels, which were derived

from Michon (1985)’s work on driver behaviour. In Chapters 6 and 8 these

levels will be used in reference to the spraying and drawing tasks, and how

the control is divided between the user and the robot. A brief summary of

the terms is presented here:

• Strategic: A level of planning considering the all of the task immedi-

ately at hand. For example "turn right at intersection" for a driving

manoeuvre.

• Tactical: A level of planning that generates the implementation of the

next part of the strategic plan. "Come to a stop and indicate", and "Ag-

gressively steer and accelerate" are different implementations which

solve the same strategic element with a different tactical plan.

• Operational: Low level behaviour, such as maintaining the position in

a lane, or a particular speed etc. Relates to the low level actuation of

the task.

2.3 existing hand-held robots

There have been few hand-held robotic systems in the scientific literature,

especially when compared to other robotic domains. In this section a brief

literature review of some key works will be conducted. Some of the robots

and devices reviewed have been illustrated in the diagram in Figure 2.1.

Note that the locally capable robots have at least as many DoF as is required

by the task; reduced degree of freedom robots have less than required for the

task.
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Figure 2.1: This grid summarises some of the hand-held robotic systems and devices
from the literature, parameterising the DoF that the robot controls and the
required task DoF. You can see that five DoF robotic systems are popular,
this is due to the fact that many tasks assume that the end effector is ro-
tationally invariant in the axial direction. For compactness GS indicates
work by Gregg-Smith et al. ELS indicates robots presented in this work,
Micron refers to the work on the Micron project described in Section 2.3.2,
Shaper refers to the Shaper Origin1. Haggar et al. (1983) and Prévost et al.
(2016) are self-named. There are some additional notes to consider: 1 The
task is a 2D paint distribution task, though 5 DoF position of the robot
does effect the paint pattern. 2 This robot is physically constrained to a
plane, and is not a hand-held robot by this work’s definition, but is not-
able none the less. 3 This robot has 6 DoF, though there is redundancy,
allowing the end effector to only have 5 DoF. 4 This robot does have 4 ac-
tuators, thought the DoF are highly inter-dependent, meaning that across
its reachable area not all DoF may be independently actuated.
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2.3.1 Gregg-Smith: Cooperative Hand-Held Robots

Gregg-Smith (2016) published a thesis that is highly related to this one. In

that work they present two experiments that are particularly influential on

this work.

A simplified painting task was conducted with a 4 DoF robot. Three as-

sistance modes were tested, "manual" , "semi-automatic", "automatic". It was

demonstrated that the increasing level of autonomy reduced the amount of

movement required from the user, the completion time, and the reported

subjective task load. This demonstrates that hand-held robots can be very

effective at augmenting tasks that could be performed manually. However

a similar task conducted with the same robot showed significantly less well

defined results, which indicates that some tasks are more appropriate for

hand-held robots than others. A paraphrased quote from a participant in

this experiment is illuminating:

“The tool won’t go where I want it to” - participant, Gregg-Smith

and Mayol-Cuevas (2015)

This implies that there is a conflict in the tactical plan between the user

and the robot, which was also observed in the experiments presented in

Chapter 7, and in experiments inspecting the role of the tactical plan, presen-

ted in Chapter 8.

A second key experiment was a study of different visualisation methods

for aiding the collaboration between the user and the hand-held robot. All

visual modes tested performed the same, these were AR, VR and monitor

based methods. Gregg-Smith et al. suggest that the visualisations could be

of even lesser quality, as long as they are sufficient to get the robot in the

vicinity of the task element. The robot used in this experiment was a locally

capable robot, and therefore the visualisations did not need to impart the state

of the task to the user. They also suggest that the robotic gesturing, the action

of the end effector guiding the user around the task, also aids performance

when visual fidelity is low. This suggestion that the visualisation can be of

low quality without significantly effecting performance is tested explicitly in

Chapter 8.

2.3.2 Micron: Eye Surgery Hand-Held Robot

The Micron project, MacLachlan et al. (2012), is a hand-held robot that was

designed as a test platform for investigating assistive techniques for eye sur-
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geons. It is a set of work that has evolved over many years, and been con-

tributed to by many authors.

The robot’s form factor is narrow and pen-like, such that it is analogous

to the normal tools that a surgeon would use. This small form factor only

allows for a very small accessible area at the end effector, being a 4×4mm

cylinder in the most recent implementation. The initial work envelope was

even smaller, 560×560×100µm, Ang et al. (2000). This increase in reachable

area allowed the assistance modes implemented move from tremor rejection,

to task specific and progress aware assistance modes, Becker et al. (2012).

This highlights that the accessible area that is required is task dependent,

based on the degree of correction necessary to bound the user motion to the

ideal case.

Further this project started as a three DoF robot and has been extended to

a six DoF robot. Most of the applications demonstrated have been five or six

degree of freedom tasks, as such this project represents both reduced degree

of freedom robots and locally capable robots with a variety of use cases.

2.3.3 Hand-held Liquid Distribution Robots

Haggar et al. (1983) constructed a hand-held spraying machine to automat-

ically identify areas of vegetation that should be dosed with herbicide. It

used the ratio of red and infra-red light reflected from the plant canopies to

categorise between unwanted plants and the soil. The machine would activ-

ate the herbicide spray when over vegetation. This work demonstrates well

the benefits of an intelligent hand-held device for spraying. The machine

was low cost, could be deployed to a large area without provisions for a

wheeled machine, and reduced the burden on the user compared to manual

tools. This machine however does not fit neatly into the category of hand-

held robots because the machine does not inhabit and agentive role, simply

responding to a threshold of one sensory input. Though for the time this

was produced it approximates a robotic solution. Such spraying tasks in an

agricultural environment are usually now undertaken using wheeled robotic

systems as can be seen in the review of variable rate spraying in agriculture

by Guan et al. (2015). This is due to the fact the agricultural environment can

be highly controlled; hand-held spraying robots are most likely to be useful

over wheeled robots when the exact usage pattern of the system cannot be

known in advance.

Prévost et al. (2016) presented a hand-held robotic system, where the robot

is assisting the human towards the joint goal of painting a mural. In their
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design the robot’s position is found via external cameras that locate QR

codes mounted on the top and bottom of a standard spray paint can. When

the robot is judged to be in a good position to add paint to the canvas, a radio

controlled servo is actuated to press the valve of the spray paint. The user

just has to meander the robot across the canvas, and the paint will be applied

such that the state of the painting moves towards that of the target design.

This is very similar to the "semi-auto" mode that has been implemented in

Chapter 7. Their system provides the user with a graphical representation

of areas of the painting that need more paint, and a total possible added

value using the current colour of paint. Prévost et al. (2016) simplified the

paint distribution by representing it as a symmetric Gaussian distribution,

the same is done in this thesis when necessary.

2.3.4 Notable Non-Hand-Held Robots and Devices

The above robots all fit the definition of hand-held robot used in this work

to a greater or lesser extent. Though to grasp the boundary of the hand-held

robot domain it is useful to observe some notable examples of robots that

narrowly miss the definition that is presented in Section 2.1.

The Shaper Origin™2, is advertised as "the world’s first hand-held CNC ma-

chine". It consists of a router, a tool for cutting away material with a down-

ward facing spinning cutter, that is able to move in three directions. Above

the cutter is a screen that shows the user the progress of the cut and guides

them where to move the machine next. The entire base one which the router

is mounted is free to slide on top of the work piece, making the tool mobile,

unlike a traditional CNC cutter. To locate the robot the user adheres some

specially patterned tape to the work piece and forward facing cameras on

the machine locate these markers and construct a coordinate system around

them. To complete a cut, the user loads a file describing the cut to the robot,

and the robot directs them to push it around the work piece, actively cor-

recting the position of the router head as needed. This process can produce

a cutout on the work piece that is effectively unbounded in size.

The Shaper Origin™ product is very close to the definition of a handheld

robot used in this thesis, having all elements of the definition with the excep-

tion of "...supported by a human, and unsupported by the ground.". This aspect

changes the interaction between the robot and the user significantly, as at

any point the user can release their hold on the robot and the dynamics

of the system become stationary. Further this work piece supported struc-

2 https://www.shapertools.com/

https://www.shapertools.com/
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ture removes the weight and other fatigue related issues that are related to

holding a robot free-hand.

Another example of a robot that highlights the edge of the hand-held ro-

bot domain is the Steady Hand Eye Robot (SHER), Uneri et al. (2010). This

system is designed for eye surgeons, aiding them in many of the same ways

that were discussed in the Micron project in Section 2.3.2. However the SHER

system has the end effector held by both the user and the robot. The user

and the robot jointly move the end effector, this is achieved via force/torque

sensors in the handle of the end effector. Again, this system fits most of the

definition, though the robot and end effector is not supported exclusively by

the human user. This is even more significant in the case of the SHER as com-

pared to the Shaper Origin™ as the kinematics of the robot are also rigidly

connected to the ground. This means that the SHER could be programmed

to move around the task without participation of the user. For example a

position hold behaviour can be implemented trivially by simply locking the

actuators, however in an un-supported hand-held robot position hold must

require active control. Further the working area of the SHER is defined by the

range of motion of the actuators, however in a hand-held system the global

work space is theoretically unbounded.

2.3.5 Comparison and Summary of Existing Hand-held Robots

It can be seen by the examples given above that there can be quite a large

variety in form factor and task scale. For example the global work space for

the Micron is a 30mm cube with a robot accessible area of up to a 4mm by

4mm cylinder and a typical task requirement of 10µm. The robots presented

by Gregg-Smith however had a global work space in the scale of a room, a

reachable area of 0.6 × 0.55 × 0.3m and a task precision of around 5mm

(estimated) at the end effector tip. These values differ from each other by

more than an order of magnitude.

The complexity of assistance also varies significantly, from simple activa-

tion of a spray nozzle in Haggar et al. (1983), to assistance that is aware of

the meta-progress of the task and augments end effector based on sensitive

measurements, such as with the peeling task using the Micron presented

by Wells et al. (2014). Most of the examples use visual feedback to the user

to facilitate collaboration between the user and the robot, however in the

work presented in Gregg-Smith and Mayol-Cuevas (2016b) it is shown that

embodied feedback in the form of robotic gesturing can be a natural mode of
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interaction between the robot and the user, and can be used with visualisa-

tions for multi-modal feedback.

The choice of actuators was primarily based on the scale of the robot, the

Micron primarily used variations of piezo electric actuators due to there

compactness, mid scale robots like that presented by Prévost et al. (2016)

used hobby servos and the larger robots presented by Gregg Smith et al

used heavy duty robotics servos such as the Dynamixel MX-64T.

Tracking choices appear to be based on both the scale of the task and

the required accuracy. For example on a large scale task that required fairly

little precision, the marker tracking solution used by Prévost et al. (2016) was

acceptable. Though for the space constrained work area of the eye surgery

task a high accuracy and compact tracking method was needed that had

high bandwidth and low latency to correct the hand tremor in real time. For

that situation a purpose made high precision tracking system was proposed.

These considerations are applied to the design of the robots presented in

this work in Chapter 3.

2.4 visualisations and instructions

Zolotas, Elsdon and Demiris (2018)3 conducted a study attempting to meas-

ure whether visualisations shown to the user of a smart wheelchair could

help them build a mental model of the assistance. The mental model is de-

scribed as the users ability to anticipate and predict the assistance that will

be provided. A good mental model is anticipated to reduce conflict with

the shared control system. The study did not show many positive results,

though it did show that users can be hindered by visualisations, and that

visualisations that are inconveniently located are almost entirely ineffective.

There is a wealth of work regarding sharing robot trajectory information

with users and bystanders (Chadalavada et al. (2015); Walker et al. (2018)).

Walker et al. (2018) for example explored a range of techniques to help a

bystander understand the future movements of a flying robot. They found

that their Nav Points method was particularly effective. Further this method

appears to be most suited trajectory requests, if a user was part of the loop

to implement the trajectory, such as they are in later chapters. This consisted

of floating way-points that had the time till arrival displayed above, as well

as the time till departure, for the case where robot intends to stay stationary

at the way point for some time. Other methods presented offer less detailed

information and would be less useful if the user was in control of imple-

3 note this work was contributed to by the present author
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menting the path. However, in the use case the authors were discussing, the

other methods also aided the user in perceiving the future trajectory of the

flying robot.

Wu et al. (2016) demonstrated that augmented reality can be useful in

guiding manipulation tasks. They used a monitor to display the assembly

area with overlaid graphics giving contextual information on how to manip-

ulate the various parts required to build a children’s toy. This can be seen

as similar to this work, though the information provided to the user is cat-

egorical and not time critical. For example, the command may be to ’Rotate

the component!!’, where there is no need to do this within a particular time

frame, and no continuous amount of rotation is indicated. The work presen-

ted in Chapter 5 could be seen as an attempt to do similar instructions with

continuous and time critical actions.

2.5 path planning for spraying applications

2.5.1 Introduction

Path planning for liquid distribution is an area of great interest for those

wishing to optimise the performance of robots used for spraying panels for

the auto industry. That application has a significant difference from the one

that is presented in this thesis, spraying robots in industry can nearly al-

ways recompute the paths. This is because the robots are usually painting

identical parts, and as such the same program can be used every time. In the

domain of hand-held robots there is significant introduction of uncertainty

in the behaviour of the human user. However gaining an understanding of

some of the methods used in the auto industry will inform the discussion

in Chapter 6 significantly, as a hand-held robot will be tasked with collabor-

atively completing a spraying task with a robot. The algorithm presented in

Chapter 6 leverages a number of concepts that are analysed here.

2.5.2 Coverage Path Planning

Galceran et al. Galceran and Carreras (2013) presented a review of algorithms

that aim to complete the Coverage Path Planning problem (CPP). Spray paint-

ing could be conceived as a CPP problem, similar to the aims of a robotic

system that aims to scan the entire surface of a 3D structure, such as a build-

ing or under water terrain, with its sensors. The review concerns itself with

both 2D and 3D problems, though in the latter most of the algorithms are
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optimising for coverage of a 2D surface embedded in a 3D workspace, which

is the case tackled when spray painting on a 3D surface.

2.5.3 Car Body Spray Coating

An even coat of paint is usually the target in car body painting, this is con-

firmed by Chen et al. (2009) in their review of path planning for spray paint-

ing. As such most algorithms in this domain are aiming to minimise the

deviation from the preferred paint thickness.

Most of spray painting specific algorithms presented aim to separate a

coverage problem into a set of simple problems that can each be solved by a

simple "zig zag" pattern. Typically these approaches are entirely offline, and

at run time the coating is performed open loop, with no checking of the final

coat evenness.

Atkar et al. (2005) approaches this problem by considering simple patches,

which are those that are diffeomorphic to a disk with no holes, and geodesic-

ally convex. With each of these patches they aim to solve the uniform cover-

age problem, which is the aim to distribute the paint on the surface evenly,

while minimising the deviation from the specified dose. This problem is then

decomposed further into 3 fairly independent problems, seed path genera-

tion, the speed profile along the path and the separation between passes

in the generated path. A realistic model for the distribution of paint from

the nozzle is used, though the method is independent of the model used to

represent the paint distribution.

Hegels et al. Hegels et al. (2015) presented a method for modifying exist-

ing robotic arm trajectories for painting car panels. The method maximised

the evenness of the paint, whilst keeping the accelerations acceptable for the

large robotic arms. They specify a method of capturing the real coating dis-

tribution by spraying for a short time onto a plate, which is then sampled

across its area. They use the sampled distribution in evaluating the cost func-

tion of the current iteration of the trajectory, but in order to use optimisation

methods that utilise gradients, they fitted this sampled distribution to a dis-

tribution that could be described analytically. This simplified distribution is

used to calculate the next direction to search in the perimeter space. Their

choice to use a simplified model for path planning followed by an expensive

method for tracking the cost is one that has been emulated in the experi-

ments presented in Chapter 6.
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2.5.4 Simulation of Paint Density

Konieczny and Meyer (2009) give an account of their work regarding simu-

lating airbrushes for graphics creation on a computer, this is completed with

the design of an electronic airbrush for the user to interact with. Their sys-

tem tracks the electronic airbrush using a magnetic tracker, and has a dual

action trigger (allows control of paint flow and air flow). They also present

a mature algorithm for simulating the paint droplets, including the meth-

ods used to blend colours for a realistic looking finish. They implemented

all of the computationally expensive operations on a Graphics Processing

Unit (GPU).

The droplet simulation used in this work is based on some elements of

this work, particularly the ray casting approach, that allows for an arbitrary

spray distribution. Also the use of a texture map to store the resultant paint

distribution, and allow mathematics to be accelerated using the GPU.

2.5.5 Non-Uniform Spraying

Whilst uniform coverage is a common goal in car body spray coating, it can

be seen as a limitation when considering more diverse spray applications,

such as spray painting for artistic pursuits, or applying medicine to specific

patches of skin.

Seriani et al. (2015) produced a system that frees the path planner from

the requirement of uniform dosing. They can prescribe a target grey scale

image, which the robot will then aim to produce. This is achieved by gen-

erating trajectories that are carried out at different distances from the work

piece, changing the effective size of the paint distribution when it reaches the

work piece. Spraying from a distance produces a wide spray pattern, spray-

ing from a shorter distance creates a thin spray pattern. This way the robot

can spray from a larger distance initially, then move closer to add detail. The

trajectories for each layer are highly curved, and as such not appropriate for

a user to emulate manually. A user could plan a path in the same manner us-

ing a hand-held robot, changing the "resolution" of the spraying by changing

the distance to the target surface.

2.6 tracking robots in 6 degrees of freedom

When a robot is held in the hand and unsupported by the ground, as spe-

cified in the definition of "hand-held" robot given in Section 2.1, it necessarily
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is capable of moving in 6 DoF. Therefore, in order to complete most tasks, a

robot will need to be tracked in 6 DoF also. However, methods that track in

lower DoF can still be useful with the addition of sensor fusion, as detailed

in Section 2.6.1

As the robot is not in contact with the ground and it does not command

it’s own movement, the two simplest methods of robot tracking are not feas-

ible, dead reckoning and odometry, which are typical for ground robots.

There are however many options for solving this problem, some of the more

relevant ones are listed in Table 2.1.

There are a few key properties to consider. The first are requirements that

need to be met that are external to the robot. These are usually in the form of

base stations, or other sensors viewing the tracking area. An example would

be the cameras that view the tracking area in a Vicon™ system. If the ap-

plication of the robot requires the system to be moved to new environments

regularly, the re-installation and calibration of such cameras could be a large

limitation. On the other hand, a robot that uses Simultaneous Localisation

and Mapping (SLAM) as its primary tracking method, can be redeployed to

a new area with little overhead.

2.6.1 Sensor Fusion

The above methods all have their own advantages and disadvantages, though

the combination of two or more of these systems can produce a system that

is better than the sum of its parts. The dominant paradigm for combining

such measurements is the Kalman filter (Kalman, 1960). A Kalman filter is

an iterative algorithm that maintains a state estimate and the error covari-

ance, the latter of which is comparable to the current uncertainty in the state

variables. To do so it requires measurements of some variables that render

at least some part of the state observable, and a value for the covariance of

the measurement noise and process noise. Measurement noise is the addit-

ive noise that corrupts the measurement signal, and the process noise is the

noise that perturbs the state directly.

The five DoF hand-held robot that will be described in Chapter 3, will

make extensive use of an Error State Kalman Filter (ESKF). Therefore, a fairly

complete description will be presented here.

The simple Kalman filter is designed for linear systems and makes an

optimal estimate of the state of a system, accounting for the uncertainty of

the measurements and providing a confidence of the estimate. It is optimal

in the sense that the state estimate would return the lowest possible mean
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Tracking Method DoF External Re-
quirements

Update Rate
(Typ)

Comments Useful Refer-
ence

Retro-reflective
Motion Capture
(Vicon™)

3/6 Usually 4+
cameras

100-200Hz Often con-
sidered a refer-
ence baseline,
accuracy <
0.5mm

Merriaux et al.
(2017)

QR Code Track-
ing

6 1+ cameras 30-60Hz Low cost, Ac-
curacy 1cm

Garrido-Jurado
et al. (2014)

IMU Integration 6 No external 1000-3000Hz Unbounded
drift

Kok et al.
(2017)

Magnetic Track-
ing

6 1+ transmitter 100-200Hz Distortion if
near conduct-
ive objects

MacLachlan
et al. (2017)

SLAM 6 No external 60-90Hz Can suffer drift Davison et al.
(2007)

Apparatus to
Sense Accuracy
of Position (ASAP)

3/6 2 Position
Sensitive
Device (PSD)
sensors

1000Hz Needs act-
ive markers,
custom imple-
mentation

MacLachlan
et al. (2009)

Table 2.1: A table summarising some of the properties of various tracking meth-
ods. These numbers are only estimates, as most implementation are not
operating close to a physical limitation, hence some effort can increase
the update rate or the accuracy, often in complicated trade offs with cost
and other limitations. When listing DoF of the sensor method, notice some
entries have 3/6 listed, this is due to the fact these methods are tracking
points rather than 6 DoF poses directly, however these sytems are used
to track constellations of points allowing the construction of 6 DoF poses.
UWB does not usually do this due to the size of the constellation required.

square error versus the ground truth. The uncertainty is also optimal, in the

sense that it will be minimal. The prior optimality statements are under a

range of assumptions, such as a perfect model of the system, whiteness of

the process and measurement noise etc.

However for non-linear systems, such as one that requires modelling of ro-

bot rotations, a simple Kalman filter is not appropriate. A common modific-

ation is the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), which was presented by Uhlmann

(1992). This method linearises the system around the current estimate of the

state. For the sake of brevity, a complete description of the EKF is omitted.

However, a variation called an ESKF (Roumeliotis et al., 1999) will be used in

Chapter 3.

2.6.1.1 Error State Kalman Filtered Sensor Fusion

The ESKF Roumeliotis et al. (1999, n.d.) provides a number of benefits over

other Kalman filter implementations, which are described at length by Mady-
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astha et al. (2011). The primary benefits for the applications presented in this

thesis are highlighted:

• The error state system uses a minimal representation for orientation.

• The error state system is always close to the origin, helping avoid sin-

gularities.

• Updates to the nominal system can be performed at a different rate to

the updates to the error state system.

Sola (2017) provides an excellent tutorial on the application of an ESKF to

an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) based navigation system. For the benefit

of the reader, and for clarity regarding modifications to the ESKF made in

Chapter 3, the method will be briefly detailed here. Further, notation will

copied from Sola (2017) when discussing the ESKF in this work.

The ESKF has 3 state vectors, the true state, the nominal state and the

error state. The true state can be calculated at any time by combining the

nominal state and the error state. The nominal state represents a non-linear

system, tasked with tracking the large signal of the state. The error state is

a linear model that is estimating the error in the nominal system, utilising

knowledge of the signal noise and perturbations.

When a observation is made that renders the error observable, the error

in the nominal state can be corrected for by injecting the mean of the error

state into the nominal state. After this injection stage the error state system

is reset, meaning that in normal operation its state is always near the origin.

In practice this means that IMU observations are being integrated into

the nominal state over time. Then when there is some measurement that

provides some absolute reference, in our case a motion capture system, the

drift that would be gathered in an IMU only system can be accounted for.

2.6.1.2 Correcting Time Misalignment

The above ESKF relies on the fact that incoming measurements are a repres-

entative of the current state of the system, and with no delay (with added

noise). However, there could be significant delays in acquiring the measure-

ments from a motion capture system. During periods of large acceleration,

the difference between the IMU based error state system and the absolute

observations, that are supposed to render the drift in the error state sys-

tem observable, are large. This will either result in an increased error in the
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predicted state of the robot, an increased estimate of the uncertainty, or er-

roneous changes to the accelerometer and gyro drift state variables. Hence

some method must be used to account for the time misalignment.

Larsen et al. (1998) describes a method that is based on extrapolating the

out of date measurement up to the current time. This method maintains the

optimality properties of the Kalman filter, as described at the beginning of

Section 2.6.1. It requires that the observation time is known such that the

appropriate correction factor can be integrated from the observation time

to the arrival time of the data. This condition is available in some optical

motion tracking systems, as the sampling is at regular intervals, even though

the latency is variable based on network conditions.

The method requires maintenance of a matrix product as defined below,

where N is the number of updates that happen since the estimated time that

the absolute measurement was taken, and k is the current time step index.

M∗ =

N−1
∏

i=0

Fk−i−1 (2.1)

This new matrix can then be used in the Kalman gain update and in the

covariance update.

2.6.2 Augmented Reality Calibration

Tuceryan et al. Tuceryan et al. (2002) proposed a system of calibration called

‘Single Point Active Alignment Method’ or SPAAM. In their system the po-

sition of the augmented reality headset is reported by a magnetic tracking

system, the offset between the magnetic marker affixed to the headset and

the optical centre of each eye is not known an is to be calibrated. The offset

between the magnetic tracking system and the world coordinate system is

analogous to the Hololens world frame and the world coordinate system in

this work, Section 4.3. The calibration of the tracker system was described

in their previous work Tuceryan et al. (1995), they used a pointer object that

was tracked using the same magnetic system to index known locations in

the world coordinate system. The offset between the eye and the headset

marker was found by having the user align a single known location in the

environment up with a cursor that is displayed through the headset.

Tuceryat et al’s approach seems to be simple and effective, though is not

directly applicable to the hardware used in this project. The primary prob-

lem is that the high frequency and low latency measurement of the Hololens
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is calculated internally, and there is no way to have a secondary object in the

same frame used for indexing the world coordinate frame. In their work the

headset and the wand were tracked with the same system, allowing them to

match real world points with hologram locations directly. Also there is no

attempt at recalculating any of the offsets in an online manner, due to the

magnetic tracker’s coordinate system not shifting over time, however the

Hololens does shift it’s coordinate system due to adjustments in the map

used for the visual odometry.



3
H A N D - H E L D R O B O T S A N D T H E I R I M P L E M E N TAT I O N S .

3.1 introduction

Whilst there are some commercially available actuated hand-held devices,

such as the Shaper Origin1 and Liftware2, they are not suitable for modific-

ation to an experimental platform. Existing hand-held robots are either spe-

cialised to a particular domain, such as the Micron for eye surgery (MacLach-

lan et al. (2012)), or are one off experimental platforms for the pursuit of

quite specific research questions, such as those produced by Gregg-Smith

and Mayol-Cuevas (2016a).

Therefore in order to pursue the research questions in this thesis it was

necessary to produce custom research platforms. To investigate the bound-

ary between hand-held robots with reduced degrees of freedom, and those that

are locally capable, two robots specified by these constraints have been pro-

duced. A robot with a single DoF will be described in Section 3.2; this robot

was used for the experiments presented in Chapter 6. A five DoF robot will

then be presented in Section 3.3; this robot was used in the experiments in

Chapter 8.

A third robot, that uses an Inkjet head as its primary tool is discussed in

Appendix A. This robot was not used in any experiments, and hence under-

standing its design is not critical to the understanding of this work, however

some qualitative comparisons to that robot will be made. When considering

the central ideas of this work, the Inkjet robot can be considered a smaller

version of the one DoF robot presented in Section 3.2. This is because its array

of nozzles are arranged in a line, and cannot move, which makes the robot

a reduced degree of freedom robot.

Table 3.1 highlights some of the differences between the robots that were

built for this project. The primary reason for attempting a reduced degree of

freedom robot is to lower the weight and cost of the handheld system. The

weights listed for each system could be reduced by more rigorous industrial

design and access to more sophisticated fabrication techniques. However the

magnitude of their weights relative to one another is highly indicative that

1 https://www.shapertools.com/

2 https://www.liftware.com/
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reducing DoF and complexity can be a large weight saving. Cost is another

factor that cannot be precisely analysed when discussing prototypes, how-

ever the increased complexity and number of motion components in the five

DoF design ensures that it would be more expensive than the single axis ver-

sion, even after optimising for cost of production. The Inkjet design uses a

long Inkjet array, which is an expensive component, however the rest of the

design could be optimised for low cost.

Robot Prototype Strengths Weaknesses Ideal Use Cases Weight

Inkjet Design
• High Detail

• Low weight

• Small coverage
area

• Small liquid out-
put

• Easily blocked

• Small scale li-
quid application

206g

Single Axis Design
• Low mechanical

complexity

• Low cost

• Lower Spacial
Resolution

• Less ability to
correct for user
error

• Usage can be
confusing

• Lower detail
applications like
spray painting.

• Where order of li-
quid application
is not important

443g

Five Axis Design
• Complete ability

to correct for
user error

• High speed tra-
jectories are pos-
sible

• High complexity

• High cost

• Applications
where order of
paths matter

• Where complic-
ated trajectories
are needed

1407g

Table 3.1: A summary of the robots that were constructed and their strengths, weak-
nesses and ideal use cases.

3.2 single axis hand-held spraying robot

In order to experiment with the minimal mechanical design that would still

be able to effectively aid a human user, a single axis robot was developed.

The robot can also emulate a zero DoF robot by not using its motion axis.

A zero DoF robot is one that does not have the ability to move its own end

effector, though is able to provide assistance by automating the triggering

of the spray head. There were three iterations of this robot design, however
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version 2 as shown in Figure 3.1b was not used in any experiments, and was

only a development precursor to version 3.

3.2.1 Version One

Version one of the single axis hand-held robot was a proof of concept design,

which is used in Chapter 8, and can be seen in Figure 3.1a. It was designed to

be held in a single hand and have a similar form factor to a power hand drill.

A forward facing camera to track markers in the scene was utilised as a track-

ing method. The ArUco marker system developed by Garrido-Jurado et al.

(2014) was used. The markers were arranged into a grid, and the "board"

feature of the ArUco library was used. This allows the position of the robot

to be estimated if any one of the markers is visible; multiple markers be-

ing visible simply increases the quality of the estimation. A summary of the

system can be seen in Figure 3.2.

The end effector could slide along a linear guide that had a length of

150mm, and was made with drylin® N guide rail (17mm width). This ver-

sion used rigid string as a transmission from the motor to the end effector

slide. This was to maximise the ability to reconfigure the design. For example

the pulley size could be changed by printing a new one, and the simple cyl-

inder needed for a string pulley is reliably printed on any 3D printer.

The robot uses a nema 17 stepper motor to drive the linear stage. This

choice was made to simplify the design of the electronics and control logic.

However this came at the price of increased weight and power usage. This

precluded the use of on-board batteries, as run time would not be sufficient.

These issues informed the choice to move to Permanent Magnet Synchron-

ous Machine (PMSM) drives in the 5 DoF robot presented in Section 3.3.

On board the only computation is a micro-controller (MBed LPC1768) to

control the timing of the stepper motor, polling the user buttons and com-

municating to the external computer via Universal Serial Bus (USB).

The robot has an airbrush nozzle attached to its end effector. This is sup-

plied with compressed air via a hose. The nozzle can be activated by an

in-line solenoid air valve (FESTO MHJ10-S09) mounted to the body of the

robot.

3.2.2 Version Two

A second version of the design in Section 3.2.1 was implemented which

increased the linear stage length to 200mm and improved user comfort
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(a) Single Axis Robot V1

(b) Single Axis Robot V2 (c) Single Axis Robot V3

Figure 3.1: The different versions of the single axis hand-held robot. a shows the
first version, which used a on board camera for tracking relative to the
target. This is the primary robot used the preliminary trial in Chapter 6.
c is the newest version, that was used in the experiments in Chapter 7.
This uses a motion capture system for tracking, the markers for this
system are the silver spheres located near the top of Version 2 and 3. b
was an intermediary stage for testing user ergonomics upgrades, as well
as moving the spray actuation valve closer to the nozzle to maximise
the response sharpness from the airbrush nozzle. Figure a includes red
labels that indicate the different components, which for the most part
are similar across the three designs. 1: Spray nozzle, 2: Solenoid valve,
3: End stop, 4: Air hose attachment, 5: Linear slide, 6: Stepper motor 7:
Camera (V1 only), 8: Micro-controller, 9: Stepper motor driver.
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Figure 3.2: This shows the typical data flow for version 1 of the single axis hand-
held robot system. The dotted arrows towards the camera block indicate
that this is an observation by the camera, rather than a traditional com-
munication channel.

by adding scales to the sides of the handle. Also the tracking system was

changed from a two dimensional marker tracking system mounted on the

robot, to a retro-reflective marker based motion capture system, with static

cameras around the arena.

The tracking system was changed such that the target object could be

made larger without risk of obstructing the grid of two dimensional markers.

With a fixed camera motion capture system, the cameras can be mounted in

such a way that the user and task object do not occlude the hand-held robot

under normal usage conditions.

The solenoid valve was also moved onto the moving platform to minim-

ise the volume of air between the valve and the nozzle. This was done to

help improve the sharpness of response of the airbrush, by minimising the

amount of air that is between the nozzle and the valve.

3.2.3 Version Three

The third and final version of this robot is displayed in Figure 3.1c. This robot

is similar in form and function to version two, but was made more robust,

such that it could work reliably in the user trial presented in Chapter 7.

Robustness was added by ensuring that the air hose for the airbrush

nozzle, and wires for the solenoid valve that controls it were neatly routed

through a drag chain mounted adjacent to the linear stage. Additionally all

of the rods that hold the retro-reflective markers were changed to use carbon

fibre rod, rather than wooden dowels, as the latter were not dimensionally

stable which lead to poor tracking by the motion capture system. The rigid
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string and pulley system was replaced with a T2.5 timing belt, again for

additional robustness.

The third version also included a vibration motor adjacent to the trigger.

The purpose of this was to add tactile feedback for when the robot was

spraying. This was necessary as the majority of the experiments using the

robot were simulating the liquid spraying and visualising the result to the

user via an AR headset, and as such there was no sound or feeling associated

with the actuation of the nozzle. The motor vibrates whenever the nozzle

would have been spraying, allowing the user some degree of tactile feedback

during use.

A smaller solenoid valve was used to minimise the swept volume of the

linear stage, making the robot more compact. Additionally a higher capacity

paint chamber was installed that is carried on the linear stage, reducing the

number of tubes that need to be carried in the drag chain.

The weight of the final version was 443g. The majority of the weight in

this design is the stepper motor used to drive the linear stage. This could

be significantly decreased by utilising a closed loop positioning system. The

large stepper motor was only needed to ensure that no steps were missed in

the worst case situations, such as if there is a collision with the target object.

With a closed loop system, these worse case situations could be recovered

from, whilst specifying the torque requirements for the normal use case. A

small PMSM drive such as those used in the five axis hand-held robot in

Section 3.3 would be more than sufficient.

The motion of the robot is controlled by three Robot Operating System

(ROS) topics, a stream of times to turn the nozzle on, a stream of times to

turn the nozzle off, and position way points with a future time to arrive at

the way point. The nozzle timing information is held in an ordered buffer;

when the system time passes any of the stored times, the corresponding

action is taken and then the entry is removed from the buffer. The position

commands are acted on as soon as they arrive, with the velocity chosen

such that the end effector arrives at the time associated with the position

command. A diagram of the data flow can be seen in Figure 3.3.

3.2.3.1 Calibration

For the robot to work well with the algorithms presented in Chapter 6, the

location of the end effector relative to the motion capture markers is required.

When the constellation of markers is initialised in the motion capture soft-

ware it is given a local coordinate system automatically. However this co-

ordinate system is essentially arbitrary and not useful for referencing key
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Figure 3.3: This shows the typical data flow for version 2 and 3 of the single axis
hand-held robot system. The dotted arrows towards the motion capture
block indicate that this is an observation from the motion capture system,
rather than a traditional communication channel. The laptop is used as
an intermediary to connect to the robot so that the system can be mobile
around the motion capture area. A secondary function is that of a user
interface for the system, especially for the administrator of the user trials.
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points on the robot. A transform between this coordinate frame and one that

is meaningful is required.

The motion capture markers on the robot were arranged in a specific way

that can facilitate finding key information. Specifically, two of the markers

are mounted on the same rod, and this rod aligned with the forward/back-

ward direction of the robot. Therefore the difference between the location

vectors of these markers, in the coordinate system assigned to the constella-

tion, defines the forward direction, X, in the new coordinate system.

X = Px2 −Px1 (3.1)

Next the vertical direction is defined, Z, this is the axis in which the lin-

ear stage can move. To do this an additional marker is used, whose position

can be reported in world space by the motion capture system. The robot

is commanded to move the nozzle to its top of its range of movement, the

additional marker is placed at the nozzle and a measurement of both the po-

sition of this point and the pose of the constellation are recorded. The same

is repeated at the bottom of the range of movement of the nozzle. The top

and bottom points can then be calculated in the coordinate space assigned to

the constellation. Gz1,2 are the bottom and top points as measured in global

coordinates, Tcon is the transform assigned to the constellation by the mo-

tion capture. Thhr is the transform assigned to the centre point of the range

of motion of the end effector, that is aligned with the meaningful directions,

X, Y and Z, which are forward, left and up relative to the robot. Forward is

the direction that the nozzle points.

Pz1,2 = T−1
conGz1,2 (3.2)

Pc =
Pz1 +Pz1,2

2
(3.3)

Z = Pz2 −Pz1 (3.4)

Y = |Z|× |X| (3.5)
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(3.6)

Thhr = TcTcon (3.7)

3.3 five axis hand-held drawing robot

Both the Inkjet robot and the single axis robot described above can operate in

all the required DoF for a painting task, as long as the user holding the robot

can collaborate effectively. However some tasks may require particular paths

to be acted on in a particular order. An example is for high quality painting

tasks such as those used for automobile body panels, the path is designed

such that the spray head does not need to start and stop spraying while

over the work piece, as can be seen in Chen et al. (2009). When a hand-held

robot has reduced degrees of freedom, such as with the single axis robots de-

scribed above, exact paths cannot be tracked unless the human acts perfectly.

Instead the above robots are more suited to ad-hoc path generation, such as

the method described in Chapter 6. To trace exact paths a hand-held robot

must be locally capable, which is the ability to move the end effector in all the

DoF required by the task, as defined in the global coordinate frame, without

interaction from the user. With the exception being if the robot cannot reach

the target, the user would need to move the robot into the vicinity of the

target for it to reach.

3.3.0.1 Kinematics

The robot consists of a delta robot with revolute arms, which is based on

that by Clavel (1990). The 4th and 5th axis stages are attached to the moving

platform of the delta stage.

To set the end effector to a particular world position the inverse kinematics

must be calculated. The inverse kinematics take the current position of the

base (B) as an input, which is centred at the IMU, and the desired location

of the end effector (X). The inverse kinematics outputs the motor angles

(α1,α2,α3,p,y) to achieve a particular end effector location. In Figure 3.6 the

kinematic structure of the robot is shown in a simplified format. To calculate

the desired motor angles there are two stages, calculating the angle between
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Figure 3.4: A photo of the 5 degree of freedom robot. It consists of a 3 degree of
freedom delta stage followed by a 2 degree of freedom rotational stage.
Tracking is achieved by fusion of IMU measurements and motion cap-
ture tracking markers on the base of the robot.
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Figure 3.5: A high level view of how the end effector is positioned. The user has
exclusive control of where the robotic base is. The actuation of the end
effector is exclusively controlled by the robot. However, as the end ef-
fector is connected to the base of the robot, the total position in world
space of the end effector must be a shared effort between the user and
the robot.
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Figure 3.6: A simplified diagram of the kinematic structure of the robot. Values
α1,α2,α3,p and y are the motor angles that can be controlled. α1,α2,α3

are the input to the delta stage and are jointly responsible for the move-
ment of the platform in x, y and z. p controls the pitch of the end effector
and y controls the yaw of the end effector. Not shown are the post ro-
tation poses of the pitch and yaw axis (P̃, Ỹ), and the redundant roll
transform at the end effector. These extra transforms are used in the
discussion of the kinematic calculations, but are not crucial to under-
standing the structure of the robot.

the delta origin (Do) and the target (X), which sets the rotation axis angles,

then solving for the translational offset of the delta stage. For the following

T denotes a rigid transform between the poses specified in its subscript.

Calculating the rotation offset is done as follows:

Do = TB,Do
B (3.8)

TDo,X = XD−1
o (3.9)

y,p, r = getEuler(TDo,X) (3.10)

These values can be used directly to set the position of the rotation servos

located on the moving platform (Dp) of the delta stage. Roll, pitch and yaw

are then separated into their own transforms, TE,X, TP,P̃, TY,Ỹ respectively.

Where P̃ and Ỹ represent the pose of the post-rotation pitch and yaw axis.
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The roll axis is redundant in this design an so the rotation r used to correct

for the misalignment of the end effector with the target location in roll axis

(TE,X).

Now that the rotational axis are set, there is only one unknown, which is

the transform that is defined by the delta stage (TDo,Dp
):

TDo,Dp
= D−1

o XT−1
E,XT

−1
Ỹ,E

T−1
Y,Ỹ

T−1
P̃,Ỹ

T−1
P,P̃

T−1
Dp,P̃

(3.11)

Or equivalently:

TDo,Dp
= (TDp,PTP,P̃TP̃,YTY,ỸTỸ,ETE,XX

−1Do)
−1 (3.12)

If TDo,Dp
represents a translation that is within the accessible envelope of

the delta stage, then the delta kinematics is solved using the method presen-

ted by Clavel Clavel (1991). The implementation used here was an open

source solution by Szymon Szantula3. In the case that the translation falls

outside of the accessible envelope of the delta stage then TDo,Dp
is scaled

towards the centre of the accessible envelope (Dc), with a scale transform

(Fscale). T̂Do,Dp
defines the modified input to the delta kinematics.

T̂Do,Dp
= TDo,Dc

FscaleT
−1
Do,Dc

TDo,Dp
(3.13)

The scale variable is defined as follows, only positions are needed, so

vectors are used instead:

scale = R
~DcDp

∥

∥

∥

~DcDp

∥

∥

∥

(3.14)

This is entered into a scale transform matrix:

Fscale =

















scale 0 0 0

0 scale 0 0

0 0 scale 0

0 0 0 1

















(3.15)

This has the effect of limiting the delta platform to a sphere of radius R

centred on location Dc, which is the centre of the accessible envelope. Now

the above system taken as a whole will give a valid input for α1,α2,α3 for

the delta stage and p,y for the pitch and yaw motors that will either align

3 https://github.com/byq77/DeltaKinematics

https://github.com/byq77/DeltaKinematics
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the end effector E with the target X or put the end effector in the closest

position within the working envelope of the robot, X̂.

3.3.1 Five Axis Hand-held Drawing Robot Construction

The primary benefit of using a delta mechanism in this application is that it

is a parallel mechanism. All the motors for the delta stage are located on the

main body of the robot, which the user holds. This allows the moving parts

of the robot to be very light, compared to a serial robot, where there are

multiple articulated joints connected in a chain. This means that the motors

for the later joints need to be carried by the preceding joints, or the articula-

tion must be achieved with tendons. Having the motors mounted on moving

parts of the robot would necessitate each axis of the robot to be larger and

more rigid to carry the extra weight. Using cable driven joints can be mech-

anically complicated, and introduce unwanted backlash in the joints if the

cables stretch. Delta mechanisms are also quite complicated when fabricated

in a traditional way, though in Section 3.3.1.1 a simplified fabrication tech-

nique is introduced. Therefore a delta mechanism solves both the moving

mass and complexity issues.

The 4th and 5th axis mounted on the moving platform of the delta stage

are constructed in a serial manner, with the 5th axis motor being connected

to the output of the 4th axis motor. These axis allow for rotation of the end ef-

fector, in the yaw and pitch directions. The roll axis is omitted as many tasks

are invariant to roll, such as spray painting with a rotationally symmetric

nozzle. The 4th and 5th axis were constructed in a serial manner, rather than

in a parallel manner because the majority of designs that are analogous to

the delta design with 5 or 6 DoF have a limited range of motion in which

the end effector can rotate significantly. This is demonstrated by Mirshekari

et al. (2016) for a small selection of the common six DoF parallel manipulator

designs. The serial design allows a range of motion of 60 degrees in both

pitch and yaw across all of the valid envelope for the delta mechanism.

The motors driving the delta stage are Brushless Direct Current (BLDC)

motors, also know as a PMSM. These motors are typically used for model

aircraft and aerial robotics, and as such are light weight and have a high

peak power handling capability. In this case the motors are the Tarot 4008

330kv variety, with a weight of 80g and a peak power handling of 600W.

These are driven by two ODrive motor controllers4. An encoder is connected

to the back of each motor, the CUI AMT102 was used in this case, which gives

4 www.odriverobotics.com
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a precision of 8196 counts per revolution. The motors drive a belt reduction

stage, which has a ratio of 89
24 = 3.71, the output of the belt reduction is

rigidly connected to the primary arms of the delta stage.

The robot is powered by a 1300mAh 5 cell lithium polymer battery, chosen

to be light weight while also able to supply the maximum current of all the

motors on the robot, which is roughly 100A peak. The battery is rated to 65C

discharge, allowing for 1.3× 65 = 84.5A under steady discharge conditions,

or double this for short bursts. This choice of battery shifts the power hand-

ling limitations to the thermal performance of the motors and the acceptable

torque applied to the users hand, as well as the strength of the delta linkage

itself.

3.3.1.1 Constructing the Delta Linkages

One of the advantages of a Delta robot is that the moving mass can be made

very light, and hence can be accelerated more aggressively for the same

force, as well as limiting deformation of the mechanical elements. However

to maintain this benefit care must be taken in constructing the linking arms

and joints, allowing these elements to be heavy will reduce the benefit of

the delta topology. The joints in the delta linkage are traditionally ball joints,

sometimes known as rose joints. Designing these with high precision, and

large movement throw, while maintaining low weight is difficult. This prob-

lem is described by Lung-Wen Tsai et al. (1996). Their solution was to use

revolute joints rather than ball joints. Revolute joints are those which only

allow the joined elements to rotate around one axis, and do not allow any

translation. For each ball joint 3 revolute joints must be used. Lung-Wen Tsai

et al. (1996) also describe a simplified topology that does not emulate the

traditional ball joint linkage, but instead uses only 2 revolute joints at each

articulation location on the delta linkage. This removes the DoF that allows

the secondary members of the delta linkage to rotate, which is not necessary

for the correct operation of the delta linkage. The reduction in joint number

also reduces cost, weight and complexity.

To further reduce cost, weight and complexity a linkage was designed

using a novel composite material processing method. All of the delta arms

and joints are made from one material, in one manufacturing process. This is

achieved by using an aluminium-polypropylene-aluminium composite sand-

wich sheet material, which is marketed under the name Hylite. The alu-

minium in the composite sandwich can be selectively removed by a CNC

milling operation to expose the polypropylene. When the aluminium is re-

moved from both sides the structure can bend freely, and thus a hinge can
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be created. With a selection of hinges and a cut-out milling stage, a full delta

linkage can be constructed in a single piece, complete with various mount-

ing holes and features to increase arm rigidity. The design of the hinges and

cuts can be seen in Figure 3.7.

This design was influenced by the work of Marc Peltier, who designed

and marketed the Zatsit 3D printer design5. That design was also a delta

construction, though the linkage is actuated in via linear actuators, rather

than a rotational arm connected to the motors. A summary of the various

types of linear delta has been detailed by Bouri and Clavel (2010). The Zatsit

delta mechanism consists of multiple sub assemblies that must be fastened

together, which simplifies the tessellation of the pieces on the stock material.

The drawbacks of multiple sub assemblies are the introduction of additional

assembly stages, as well as increasing the likelihood that the critical lengths

won’t match those that are used in the kinematics.

To ensure the rigidity of the arm sections it is useful to make sure the

cross section of the arms have a closed loop. This is because closed loops

significantly increase the torsional rigidity of beams, as originally described

by de Saint-Venant (1856), and summarised into practical advice by Hughes

et al. (2012). Hence closure of beam sections is achieved with optional 3D

printed brackets attached to the composite structure with screws. These can

be omitted at the cost of reduced rigidity from the delta mechanism.

5 http://www.zatsit.fr

http://www.zatsit.fr
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Figure 3.7: This shows the delta linkage before being folded into it’s final form and
brackets being added. The material is Hylite, aluminium-polypropylene-
aluminium composite sandwich. Hinge sections have had the alu-
minium milled away leaving only the polypropylene to act as a living-
hinge. No additional parts are needed for the correct functioning of the
linkage, though to maximise rigidity mounting points for brackets are
cut. Brackets to fix bends at a certain angle are also used to ensure the
active hinge joints are centred correctly, minimising over-excursion of
the joints during use.

3.3.1.2 Arm Geometry

When constructing a delta robot there are a number of parameters that can

be altered to change the performance of the robot. Clavel (1991) discusses

these decisions in detail, of particular interest is the ratio between the first

arm, which is actuated, and the second arm, which is connected between the

first and the platform. His terminology refers to the first arm length as LA

and the length of the second arm as LB. Clavel presents arguments regarding

the trade off in altering the ratios of these lengths, they can be summarised

as follows: (LA is held constant.)

• A large LB allows for a greater reachable area.

• A small LB allows for a greater precision.

• A small LB allows for more space to connect arms at the platform,

reducing the chance of self-intersection.

• LB <= LA will create inadmissible motor angles.

Clavel concludes that a value of LB

LA
≈ 2 provides a good compromise

between these factors. Further, at this value the precision for the X, Y, and Z

movements at the moving platform are roughly similar.
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Clavel also discusses the value r = R
LA

, where R is the additional offset

from the centre of the base and the motor axis, when compared to the dis-

tance between the centre of the platform to the second arm attachments.

Some effects of r are as follows:

• A large r increases precision.

• A large r decreases reachable area.

• A large r increases the space available to connect arms, reducing the

chance of self intersection.

• r must be less than LA + LB.

• A large r moves singularities closer to the centre of the work area.

Through experimentation with various values Clavel suggests that the fol-

lowing is a good fit for most applications.

r = 0.63 (3.16)

The above discussion is convincing in the case where the designer is not

aware of the specifics of the use case for the delta mechanism, and must

design to meet a general case. However optimisations for particular cases

may differ from the suggested parameters. For example a final use case

could require high precision in Z, and low precision in X and Y with a large

working area in X and Y. In that case it could be suggested that LB

LA
should

be a larger value.

For the use case in hand-held robotics there are some unusual optimisa-

tions that are not covered by the discussion above. It is useful for the hand-

held delta robot to have a compact resting position for storage and handling

when the robot is not in use. Further the average distance from the moving

platform to the users grip should be minimised, to reduce the torque on the

users hand during platform accelerations. The distance from the platform to

the retro-reflective marker constellation should also be minimised to reduce

the error in the calculated platform location due to uncertainty in the robot

orientation.

For these extra considerations the following can be said:

• The reachable area should be located close to the centre point of the

motors.

• r should be small to minimise the size of the motor arrangement.
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To move the reachable area close to the centre point of the motors implies

that LB

LA
≈ 1 and r ≈ 0 as this makes the centre point of the motors an access-

ible location for the platform. However this location would not be available

due to intersection with the robot body, hence a value > 1 is required. This

also allows the motors to move back to a negative angle, that is so they

are pointing away from the platform. This position is desirable as a resting

position as it is likely to be stable when the motors are not engaged, not al-

lowing the platform to sag under gravity when the robot is turned off. Some

small amount of friction is needed in practice, though this negative arm po-

sition minimises this required friction. In the hand-held design r is to be

minimised based on space constraints of gearing and other self-intersection

considerations.

In the case of the linkage shown in Figure 3.7, LB

LA
= 1.02. In future work

this could be increased further to allow additional range of motion in the

primary arms, such that they can simultaneously press their homing switch

mounted to the robot body. The additional motor axis offset is r = 0. Al-

though precision of the end effector could be increased by increasing r, this

is of little practical importance due to the precision of the end effector being

adequate for the tasks investigated in this work.

3.4 tracking of the hand-held robots

Due to the fact that the hand-held robot’s end effector can be moved in two

ways, either the robot actuating its motors to move the end effector, or the

user manoeuvring the whole robot, we must track the position of the body

of the robot to infer the position of the end effector at any given time. There

are many ways to do this, for example: optical tracking, on-robot visual

odometry, magnetic tracking, and UWB radio tracking. This section will focus

on the particular design choices and methods of tracking used in the robots

presented above.

3.4.1 Retro-reflector Based Infra-Red Motion Capture

This motion capture method makes use of retro-reflective spheres attached

to the object of interest, which are observed and triangulated by cameras

mounted in the environment. The cameras have Infra-Red (IR) Light Emit-

ting Diode (LED)s around their lens, which shine into the working area.

Retro-reflective markers return the light back towards the source direction,

ensuring that the cameras have a very high contrast between marker and
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non-marker areas of the image. This type of motion capture is used with

version 2 and 3 of the single axis robot, as well as with the five axis robot.

The specific system that is used with the robots in this work is an Optitrack

system using the Motive software. There are 8 Flex 3 cameras surrounding a

work space of approximately 4× 4× 2m3. Data is communicated via the Nat-

Net Application Programming Interface (API) to the ROS system running on

a client machine which serves as the hub for the robotic system. The whole

system reports positions at a frequency of 100Hz with 13ms of latency.

3.4.2 Sensor Fusion of IMU and Optical Motion Tracking

The optical motion tracking system described above works well for tracking

an object or robot. However, if this position information is included in a

feedback loop on the robot, such as a controller attempting to fix the pose

of the end effector of the 5 DoF hand-held robot, the system can become

unstable. This is due to the latency of the system being significant compared

to the bandwidth of the actuation system on the robot. There are a number

of ways this could be fixed:

• The motor bandwidth could be artificially reduced.

• The measurements from the motion capture could be smoothed with

an Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) or Finite Impulse Response (FIR),

lowering the measurement bandwidth.

• More selective filters IIR or FIR could be used to target particular reson-

ant nodes of the system.

• A mechanical model could be developed to make predictions of the

current state and provide a feed forward control term to minimise

overshooting based on estimated dynamics.

• The position of the robot could be estimated using an IMU combined

with the optical motion capture data, allowing a low latency prediction

of the current state.

This section will focus on the last solution. Solutions based on filtering

necessarily depend on factors such as how the user is holding the robot, and

filters sufficiently broad to encompass all likely modes of resonance under

all conditions are likely to limit the performance of the robot. This is also true

for reducing the bandwidth of the motor system, which is can be considered

a crude filtering method.
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The method chosen was to use an ESKF to combine IMU measurements

with those that are gathered from the motion capture. The ESKF was sum-

marised in Section 2.6.1 and a more detailed description of the mathematics

and notation can be found in Sola (2017). The ESKF produces an estimate of

both the current state of the robot (x) and the uncertainty of the state (P).

The state of the robot consists of its position, velocity, orientation, and the

biases of both the accelerometer and the gyro. The advantage of using ESKF

is that it optimally combines the current estimate of the state and measure-

ments from the motion capture and IMU into the new estimate of the state

based on their individual uncertainties.

If the measurements from the IMU and the motion capture were both up

to date at the time of processing by the ESKF, this would be an adequate

solution. However, due to processing and transfer time from the motion

capture system, there is a 13ms latency from when the cameras capture the

scene and the measurement arrives at the robot. This causes a lag in the

pose estimate, as well as potentially corrupting the sensor bias estimates.

Therefore it is required to correct for this time delay.

As summarised in Section 2.6.1.2, Larsen et al. (1998) proposed a method

that can account for measurements with latency without loss of optimal-

ity. However, the time that the measurement is initiated must be known, as

factor M∗ needs to be accumulated until the measurement arrives.

To be able to relax this requirement a modification is proposed. A buffer

of the previous states and their timestamps is maintained, which is then

compared to the timestamp of the incoming optical motion tracking based

measurement. Using a matching set of observation and states based on the

timestamp, the update is calculated as normal, which is then applied to the

current state estimation.

More formally, the implementation is described as follows. Hold the set

of k previous estimates of the state.

X = {x̂t−ks, x̂t−(k−1)s..., x̂t−s, x̂}. (3.17)

This set is updated on each new IMU measurement, with period s, and is

held in memory as a ring buffer.

The measurement is taken the normal way, however the state observed is

out of date by d

y = h(xt−d) + v. (3.18)
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When calculating the estimate of the error, the buffer is queried for the

state whose timestamp is closest to the time of the delayed measurement

δ̂x← K(y− h(X[t− d])), (3.19)

where X[t − d] denotes retrieving the corresponding state estimate of the

buffer at time t− d.

The state is then updated according to Sola (2017)

x← x⊕ δ̂x, (3.20)

as well as the Kalman gain (K) and the covariance (P).

3.4.2.1 Verification of Time Correction Method

This method was verified by recording a series of motion capture and IMU

time series from the 5 axis robot during highly dynamic movements. A

benchmark of accuracy against a ground truth measurement was not pos-

sible, as using a reference system that was more trustworthy than the mo-

tion capture used in the sensor fusion was not feasible. Instead, a reference

method was produced by pre-processing the time series of IMU and motion

capture data such that they could be entered into the unmodified ESKF with

strictly monotonically increasing timestamps. This emulates having a sys-

tem that has no latency. The modified method can then be compared to this

latency free reference.

The results can be seen in Table 3.2. The time correction method reduces

the mean error by a factor of 26 to 0.29mm, and the worst case error over

the sequence by a factor of 5.85 to 6mm. As was demonstrated by Merriaux

et al. (2017), the expected error for a motion capture system can be between

0.15 and 2mm. Therefore, measurement error is likely to dominate the error

due to time misalignment under typical conditions. Even the worst case

condition of 6mm is not significant in the experiments performed later in

this work, though this worse case error was found under high accelerations,

which is not typical of the motion in those experiments.
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Correction Method Mean Error (mm) σ (mm) Worst Case Error (mm)

No Correction 7.6 7.5 35.1

Proposed 0.29 0.32 6.0

Table 3.2: A summary of the error of the proposed time correction method com-
pared to not correcting for the time error. The ground truth is generated
by re-ordering the input data such that it emulates a system that has no
latency.

3.5 conclusion

In this chapter the original two hand-held robot designs and the tracking

methods used with them were presented.

The first robot was one with only a single DoF, that was designed in three

iterations. This robot was designed to be as simple as possible, such that

experiments could be undertaken to test the properties of a reduced degree of

freedom hand-held robot. These experiments will follow in Chapter 6 and 7.

A method to calibrate the nozzle position for this robot was outlined, which

required the placement of markers that indicate useful direction vectors.

A second robot was presented that has five DoF. This robot was designed

to have adequate degrees of freedom to fully correct for user motion when

applied to a five DoF task. This robot was produced for the purpose of testing

the properties of a locally capable hand-held robot. These experiments will

follow in Chapter 8. A novel delta mechanism construction technique was

presented that minimises cost and complexity of manufacture by using only

a single material, processed in one stage and that requires no assembly of

sub-parts. Testing the mechanical properties of this construction method in

a rigorous way is a fertile direction for future work, as well as extending the

method to different robot topologies.

A framework for an ESKF with time correction was presented, and a modi-

fication to the time correction method was tested and found to significantly

reduce estimation errors. This method removes the requirement that the ro-

bot knows the time at which an external measurement is taken before that

measurement arrives. This method works by keeping a buffer of previous

estimated states. A late arriving external measurement is then temporally

matched with one of these states. The calculation of the error state then con-

tinued as described by existing literature, as well as the update applied to

the current state.

The low computational overhead and lack of assumptions on the genera-

tion time and frequency of motion capture observations are beneficial, and
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the error compared to an ideal system is small enough not to be a concern

in developing a hand-held robot in this case.



4
A U G M E N T E D R E A L I T Y A L I G N M E N T

4.1 introduction

There are a number of instances within this thesis where items, robots or

coordinate systems must be aligned with an augmented reality display. “Al-

ingned” in this context means that the computer graphics displayed through

the AR display appear where they should. Examples being the mannequin in

Chapter 7 or the secondary visualisation presented in Section 8.3.3. For these

items to be aligned, the transform between the robot world space and the AR

headset world space is needed. Additionally, the model space coordinates of

the items being rendered onto must be known. This is especially necessary

due to the motion capture system assigning an arbitrary coordinate system

to newly instantiated marker constellations. These arbitrary coordinate sys-

tems are unlikely to be meaningful to the model, the origin of the scanned

3D model, or the origin of the robot’s own coordinate system for example.

This chapter presents two methods for achieving these alignments. The

first is the Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) method, which is mathematically

simple, using a classical SVD point alignment strategy. This is presented both

as a method to discover a transform that can redefine the pose provided by

a motion capture system to be more meaningful, as well as a method to find

the offset between the coordinate systems of the motion capture and the AR

headset. The SVD method requires manually defined reference points to be

identified by the user.

A second method for aligning the coordinate systems that removes some

of the constraints of the SVD method is proposed. This is called the time series

method. With the time series method the user does not need to carefully align

any reference points, instead they must walk around the arena. This provides

a time series of points from both the AR headset, and from the motion cap-

ture marker attached to it.The result of the method is a transform that can

convert between the motion capture space and the AR headset space, and a

calibrated transform between the attached marker and the AR headset.

The SVD method was used in the experiments in Chapter 5 and 8. The

time series method was used in the experiments in Chapter 7. These decisions

were made only for convenience in running the user trials. Whilst the SVD

68
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method does require careful alignment of reference points, this can be done

by the experimenter. This is often simpler than requiring the user to walk

around the arena. In the case where a new user needed to initialise the

system themselves the time series method is likely to be more convenient.

4.2 the svd method : finding a transform to a meaningful local

frame

When using a motion capture system, a constellation of retro-reflective mark-

ers is attached to the object to be tracked. When initialising the object in the

motion capture software, a local coordinate system is assigned to the object.

The marker locations are then stored in this local coordinate system, for use

in matching the tracked item.

However, the local coordinate system in which the constellation is defined

is arbitrary, and difficult to modify to be meaningful. For example, it would

be useful to have the origin of the coordinate system be located at a easily

defined reference point on the robot, and the orientation to conform to the

ROS coordinate system (X forward, Y left, Z up).

In Section 3.2.3.1 this was performed using markers that have been placed

in a specific way to facilitate finding the direction vectors, as well as requir-

ing additional measurements taken manually. This is not always possible

to achieve, for example, if there is no convenient place to mount markers

aligned with meaningful direction on the object.

The objective of the SVD method is to find a transform that can correct the

pose that is provided by the motion capture system, with the resulting pose

being centred and oriented in a meaningful way.

For the SVD method it is required to know the position of the motion cap-

ture markers in the coordinate system that is considered meaningful. In the

case of the five axis robot, the location of the markers was modelled in the 3D

Computer Aided Design (CAD) package. In the case of the mannequin use

in the experiments in Chapter 6, the location of the markers was found by

3D scanning the mannequin and locating the markers in the scan. Addition-

ally the correspondence between points in the meaningful coordinate space

and those provided in the arbitrary constellation coordinate space should be

known.

To achieve this alignment a strategy described by Ho (2013) is used. The

method is as follows:

First the centroids of each set of points are found by averaging their re-

spective points. Subscripts a and b refer to the two sets of points to be
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matched, set a is the set defined in the arbitrary coordinate system, set b

is the set defined in the meaningful coordinate system. N is the number

of matched points, which must be more than three, and C is the centroid

position for a set of points.

Ca =
1

N

N−1
∑

i=0

(Pi
a) (4.1)

Cb =
1

N

N−1
∑

i=0

(Pi
b) (4.2)

Next the relative rotation to best align the data sets is found, here R is a

rotation matrix. U,S,V are the typical outputs of SVD and t is the translation

between the sets.

H =

N−1
∑

i=0

(Pi
a −Ca)(P

i
b −Cb)

T (4.3)

[U,S,V] = svd(H) (4.4)

R = UVT (4.5)

t = Cb −R×Ca (4.6)

Using the transform described by t and R, points of interest defined in the

first space can be moved into the second space by:

B = RA+ t (4.7)

Or equivalently:

Thhr = TcTcon (4.8)

Where Tcon is the transform from the origin to the constellation pose,

provided by the motion capture, Tc is the transform defined by R and t

above, and Thhr is the transform from the origin to the pose centred and

oriented in a meaningful way.

Therefore if the markers can be found in respect to a point of interest,

either through direct measurement, or using the CAD software in which the

tracked object is defined, the pose generated from the motion capture system

can be transformed to a pose that is representative of some meaningful point

in the object. This could be the origin of the 3D scan for the mannequin, or

the centre point of the delta arms for the five degree of freedom robot.
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4.3 augmented reality world alignment

In later chapters visualisations are shown to the user whilst using hand-

held robots to facilitate communication between the robotic system and the

user. However, for these visualisations to be useful they should be rendered

precisely such that there is alignment between the real world objects and

visualisations.

To achieve this alignment the offset between the coordinate system of

the head mounted display and the rest of the robotic system needs to be

known. Presented here are two methods for achieving this, the first is a

simple method where the user is required to identify known points in the

environment, and a second one where no specific actions are required of the

user.

4.3.1 Spatial Anchor Alignment

This method is very similar to that presented in Section 4.2. However in-

stead of trying to find the transform between the constellation of markers in

model space and the same constellation in the arbitrary coordinate system,

the transform between the AR headset coordinate system and the robotic

system’s coordinate system is solved.

The two sets of constellations that must be aligned in this case are loc-

ations that are known in both the AR headset coordinate system and the

robotic system’s coordinate system. In the case where a motion capture sys-

tem is being used, it is convenient to use the camera locations, as generally

these will not be moved. The Optitrack system that is used in experiments

presented later in this work can report the location of the cameras within its

own coordinate system. The motion capture coordinate system is also used

as the primary reference coordinate system for the robots.

The corresponding points must now be reported by the AR headset. To do

this, a user must wear the headset and place holograms that coincide with

the motion capture cameras. These holograms are numbered and should

be placed with the corresponding cameras.In the case of the HoloLens, a

system known as spatial anchors can be used to simplify the placement of the

holograms. This system uses the geometry present in the vicinity of a placed

marker to make it be persistent between launches of the application on the

HoloLens, meaning that this process only needs to be done once.

Now the point constellation as reported by the AR headset and the motion

capture system can be processed in a similar manner to that described in Sec-
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tion 4.2, using SVD to estimate the least squares approximation of the offset

translation and rotation between the two spaces. Whenever a visualisation is

to be displayed, the offset transformation can be applied to the location that

is specified in the robot coordinate system to find its equivalent location in

the AR headset coordinate frame.

The SVD method, with spatial anchors, was used successfully in aligning

simulated spraying experiments in Elsdon and Demiris (2018b) and in align-

ing visualisations for assisted wheelchair experiments in Zolotas, Elsdon and

Demiris (2018).

4.3.2 The Time Series Method: Marker Based World Alignment

The SVD method, with spatial anchors, described in Section 4.3.1 is simple

and works well, however it has two major downsides. Firstly it requires the

user to place markers manually and align them carefully using the apparent

location as shown through the AR headset. This is cumbersome and must

be done every time the AR application is reinstalled. Secondly, due to the

fact that the spatial anchors used in the HoloLens system are defined by

local geometry and continually refined based on incoming tracking meas-

urements, the apparent location of objects will drift as the reference constel-

lation locations are changed. The method presented in this section solves

both these issues, as it requires no specific user interaction to set reference

points, and it uses only the location of the headset, which is less prone to

drift than reference points.

This method is based on the idea that a correspondence between the mo-

tion of a marker attached to the AR and the motion reported by the AR

headset can be found.

Due to there being no well defined datum to use as a reference on the

Microsoft HoloLens there is no simple way to align a marker with its axis,

or a known point. Therefore any marker attached to it has to be assumed to

be arbitrary, containing no helpful information to find the points of interest

on the headset.

The HoloLens does provide its location within its own coordinate frame

that was generated with visual odometry. The challenge is to calculate the

offset between the HoloLens world frame and the global world frame, in this

case defined by a motion capture system.
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4.3.2.1 The Time Series Method: Implementation

In contrast to the techniques introduced in Background Section 2.6.2, the

time series method does not rely on user alignment tasks or on well defined

marker setups, though it must be noted the difference in aims of the calibra-

tions. The time series method implicitly relies on the built in calibration of the

HoloLens and the interpupillary distance calibration routine provided by Mi-

crosoft, which can be replaced with a manual interpupillary distance meas-

urement. Also the other methods of calibration, such as SPAAM (Tuceryan

et al., 2002), can correct for some other modes of error such as perspective

correction, which will be taken for granted in this method.

In order for the visualisation to be rendered smoothly to the users, the

HoloLens calculates the movement of the user’s head in real time on the

headset itself. Whilst this can be overridden, setting the user’s virtual pos-

ition based on external measurements, the additional latency makes for an

unacceptable experience. Also if tracking from an external system is lost, the

user would notice the lack of position updates. Therefore this system only

acts on changing the location of the HoloLens origin point, then allows the

HoloLens to maintain high frequency updates of the user’s position in that

frame.

In order to gain information about the HoloLens’ location relative to the

world frame, defined by the motion capture system, a rigid body of reflective

markers was attached to the headset. Due to the fact that the optical centre

of the HoloLens depends on the particular calibration to the current user, the

offset between the attached marker and the current optical frame is not static.

Thus there are two unknowns in the system, offset between motion tracking

origin and HoloLens world origin and the offset between the headset marker

position and the optical centre of the HoloLens. With two unknowns it is not

possible to solve for both with one measurement. These unknowns are found

by a process of optimisation over a time series of observations. Further, the

result should be continually adjusted due to the drift introduced by the

HoloLens visual odometry system.

Figure 4.2 can be formalised using matrix equations where each matrix is

representing a rigid rotation and translation. In Equation 4.9 Tho is a rigid

transform from the HoloLens frame to the motion capture frame, Tro is the

rigid transform that describes the offset between the marker on the headset

and the optical centre of the headset. Ph is the pose of the HoloLens as

reported by the HoloLens’ internal visual odometry, in its own frame of

reference. Pr is the measured pose of the marker attached to the HoloLens

in the motion capture frame.
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Figure 4.1: A diagram of the transforms used in the time series method of AR align-
ment. This diagram shows one time instant, refer to Figure 4.2 to see
how these are structured in a time series.
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1

1
1

Figure 4.2: A Summary of the transforms involved in the online method proposed
for aligning the AR headset with the motion capture coordinate system.
Red: HoloLens position in HoloLens frame of reference. Green: Rigid
body marker position in the motion capture frame of reference. Pink:
marker offset from optical centre. Orange: transform between HoloLens
frame of reference and the motion capture frame of reference. The ‘1’
indicates that these are matched measurements, the other pairs are
matched but are not numbered for clarity. It can be seen that there is
one transform that will align the HoloLens reported values (red) with
the motion capture reported values (green) in such a way that there is a
unique transform after this coordinate shift that links the optical centre
and the headset mounted marker. This unique transform describes the
transform between the marker on the HoloLens and the optical centre of
the HoloLens. See Figure 4.1 to clarify the position of these transforms
relative to the user. As published in Elsdon and Demiris (2018a).
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ThoPh = PrTro (4.9)

Tho, Tro,Ph,Pr ∈ R
4×4 (4.10)

It is important to note that given one observation of Ph and Pr finding the

appropriate transforms is impossible as there are infinite solutions. There-

fore any solution must solve over a time series of such observations. This

was achieved by forming an optimisation that was solved numerically. The

optimisation was initialised using the SVD method described in Section 4.2.

When considering only the position of the poses as points to be aligned an

initial estimate of Tho is produced. This is equivalent of assuming that the

marker is located at the optical centre of the HoloLens.

The following defines the marker and HoloLens poses in terms of the

notation used in Section 4.2, trans() refers to taking only the translation

element of the pose, and treating it as a point.

Pi
a = trans(Pi

h) (4.11)

Pi
b = trans(Pi

r) (4.12)

The result of interest from the calculation is:

Tho = Tc (4.13)

This provides a starting point for the transform Tho. Next, a numerical

optimisation library (SciPy.Optimize1) is used to minimise Equation 4.14,

which can be thought of as a circular set of transforms; if the two transforms

being calculated are correct applying them in this order should give the

identity matrix. The marker offset is initialised to the identity matrix, Tro =

I.

min
Tro,Tho

N−1
∑

i=0

∥

∥Pi
rTroP

i
h

−1
Tho

−1
− I

∥

∥ (4.14)

The transform Tho
−1 can now be applied to an object to be rendered and

it will appear in the correct place within the motion capture arena when

viewed through the HoloLens. It can be assumed that the marker offset

transform (Tro) will remain static for each use of the system. Importantly

however, moving around will cause the HoloLens’ visual odometry to drift

over time, or a loss of tracking could be slow to recover from. In this case, ob-

jects that were previously well registered to the real world environment will

1 https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/tutorial/optimize.html

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy/reference/tutorial/optimize.html
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drift away from their intended position. Therefore the offset between the

HoloLens world and the motion capture world (Tho) must be continually

recalculated.

If Tro has been previously calculated, there is only one unknown, Tho, this

can be solved using only one data point.

Tho = Ph
−1
PrTro (4.15)

This is not advised however as the noise in measuring Pr, the marker in the

motion capture arena, causes large jagged movements of all rendered items.

This is especially a problem if the noise is primarily in the rotation of the

marker. Therefore it is useful to use a method that smooths the result of

this calculation. A simple infinite impulse response filter is adequate for this

task.

mt = trans(Tho) (4.16)

Qt = quaternion(Tho) (4.17)

m̂t = (1− f)m̂t-1 + fmt (4.18)

Q̂t = slerp(Q̂t−1,Qt, f) (4.19)

T̂ho ← m̂t, Q̂t (4.20)

Where mt represents the translation of the transform and Qt represents

the rotation quaternion taken from the calculation of the world offset trans-

form (Tho) at the current time. f represents the filtering coefficient, nomin-

ally f = 0.01, smaller f leads to smoother filtering with more latency. Slerp

is the spherical linear interpolation between the given quaternions, where f

denotes the interpolation coefficient. The filtered version of the translation

and rotation, m̂t and Q̂t can be combined back into a filtered version of the

world offset transform T̂ho.

4.3.2.2 Validation

A validation experiment was conducted to measure the error between the

perceived location of an object in AR and where it was intended to be located,

after using the time series calibration method.

From the user’s perspective, the calibration procedure is walking for a

short period around the arena while wearing the AR headset. To collect the

time series for Ph and Pr their timestamps are matched and a hold-off of
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5mm is used. The hold-off represents the minimum distance required to

move from the previous sample before a new sample is collected, this is used

such that the data collected would span some reasonable physical space. The

time that the user must walk depends on the number of samples required,

500 samples takes around 4 seconds to collect.

Unfortunately due to the nature of this calibration it is difficult to demon-

strate the accuracy of the alignment without experiencing it first hand, or

having some alternative ground truth method. As such it is necessary to

have a human in the testing loop, and the results will be somewhat depend-

ant on their perceptions and care in completing the tasks.

The author of this work completed all the trials to ensure consistency. It

can be assumed that the exact results would change with a different user,

though this study is aimed to give an approximate value for accuracy of the

calibration and how this changes with the length of the calibration period.

To validate the calibration the user must place a known model such that

it lines up well with the rendering that they see through the augmented

reality system. From each placement iteration the true location of the placed

object, and the intended position of the hologram can be measured. Ideally

the location that the user places the object exactly lines up with where the

hologram was intended to be rendered, relative to the real world.

4.3.2.3 Results

The time series method described previously was tested for 10 iterations using

different numbers of calibration samples. The results can be seen in Fig-

ure 4.3. After about 500 samples there is little increase in accuracy, and the

best achieved accuracy is about 10mm position error and 20mRad angular

offset (1.15 degrees). It is likely that the user’s ability to accurately perceive

the depth information and manoeuvre the real world tracked object sets a

floor on the error.

4.4 conclusion

A pair of methods for aligning the virtual world and the real world when us-

ing a motion capture system were presented. The SVD method is conceptually

simple, though requires the interaction and care of the user to place refer-

ence points that align with features in the environment. The second method,

the time series method takes no active input from the user, and relies on an ad-

ditional marker being attached to the AR headset. The motion between this

marker (as recorded by the motion capture system) and the reported posi-
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Figure 4.3: The error between the measured location of a motion tracked marker
and intended position against length of calibration series. Error bars rep-
resent the standard deviation in the measurement. N=10 for each exper-
iment. After 500 samples there is no discernible improvement. Graph
was previously published in (Elsdon and Demiris, 2018a)

tion of the optical centre (as reported by the AR headset) are compared. This

comparison leads to the discovery of the offset transform between the optical

centre of the headset and the marker, as well as the offset transform between

the AR headset origin location and the motion capture origin location. The

latter was tested with an item alignment task, where the user aimed to align

a physical object with a rendering of the same object. The difference between

the intended position and the perceived location was found to be 1cm when

the calibration procedure was performed with at least four seconds of data.
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U S E R C O M P L I A N C E T O V I S U A L I S AT I O N S

This chapter has been adapted from the original work published in:

Elsdon, J. and Demiris, Y. (2018), Augmented Reality Instructions for Shared

Control of Hand-held Robotic Systems, in ‘IEEE International Conference

on Robotics and Automation, Workshop: Robotics in Virtual Reality’.

5.1 introduction

In Chapter 3, two robots were introduced, one with a single DoF, and one

with five. However, hand-held robots cannot achieve any objective without

an collaboration with the user. This chapter presents an investigation into

the extent to which a user can take orders from a hand-held robot system,

especially when paired with an AR headset.

If the user can follow the orders given to them, then a reduced degree of

freedom robot can trace a predefined trajectory with its end effector. Unfortu-

nately this work finds that accuracy with which the user can follow orders

is unlikely to be sufficient for most trajectory tracing tasks. There was on

average a 63mm error in robot position and 0.18rad (10◦) in orientation.

This work also provides insight into design considerations for locally cap-

able robots. By measuring the ability of a user to comply with an instruction,

an estimate on the size of the reachable area of a locally capable robot is estab-

lished. However the size of reachable area required is likely to vary based on

the form factor of the robot, complexity of trajectory and scale of movement

required for the task. For example a reachable area defined by a 4mm ×

4mm cylinder is deemed to be appropriate for a pen-like form factor, when

performing detailed tasks, such as membrane peeling, in eye surgery (Yang

et al., 2015).

The effectiveness of augmented reality guidance is also compared to a situ-

ation where the user has full knowledge of the trajectory expected of them,

detailed visualisations to guide them. It was found, perhaps unsurprisingly,

that performance was significantly increased when the users had access to

additional visualisations to guide them. AR guidance improved the accuracy

80
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of speed regulation, position error and orientation error by 19.3%, 15.5% and

39.2%, respectively.

Figure 5.1: This figure shows a 3rd person view of a user performing a trajectory
using the detailed version of the visualisation. The hand-held robot and
the mannequin are motion tracked by an infra-red camera system. This
image was taken with the Microsoft Hololens, and would not normally
be visible to a 3rd party. The Hololens has been superimposed over the
image and foreground elements are highlighted.

5.2 experimental setup

The experiment consists of eight trajectories that the users were asked to

complete with the hand-held robot, once with a detailed visualisation and

once with a basic one. The visualisations are shown in Figure 5.2.

The basic visualisation was designed to act only as a prompt to the user,

such that they are simply aware of which direction their next trajectory

should be. On the other hand, the detailed visualisation shows the user the

plane they are supposed to sweep with the gantry of the hand-held robot,

where they should press and release the trigger, and the speed at which they

should be travelling.

For all experiments, the plane that they should sweep is the same distance

from the mannequin. The speed was also the same for all trials, set at 30cm/s.

This consistency was designed such that the user can have a full understand-
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ing of what trajectory they are expected to complete, even when there is only

the basic visualisation indicating direction of the path to undertake.

The mannequin is both physically present and rendered in the AR system.

Physical presence of the mannequin was intended to assists the users depth

perception. Rendering the mannequin allows the experimenter to ask "is the

mannequin rendering aligned with the real mannequin?", which provides

confirmation that the system is calibrated correctly for the user.

Participants completed eight trajectories, repeating each twice, alternating

between the detailed and basic visualisations. Half of the participants under-

took each trajectory with the detailed visualisation first, the other half with

the basic one. Interleaving the two types of trials is to help ensure that users

have a good understanding of the trajectory parameters (speed, height above

the mannequin etc) even when they are not shown in the visualisations.

The trajectory of the spraying robot is captured by an infra-red camera-

based motion capture system. The mannequin is also tracked so that the

experimental area can be moved conveniently, though the mannequin was

not moved during any user trials.

To ensure the visualisations are located accurately, the visualisation align-

ment method that is described in Section 4.3.1 was used.

5.3 results

A total of eight participants (two female and 6 male) were recruited for this

study, all of whom were already familiar with the hand-held system and

augmented reality headset. There are two categories of results of interest:

relative quality measures and absolute quality measures. Relative quality

measures do not reference the set trajectory, and absolute ones do. This dis-

tinction is important because it would be unreasonable to expect users to

match parameters of a trajectory without being shown them, as is the case

with the basic visualisation. However the movement should meet the gen-

eral criteria that was asked of them, namely, the path should be straight, at a

constant speed, and the robot should be orthogonal to the direction of travel

at all times. These general criteria match the assumptions that the algorithm

presented in Chapter 6 uses. All of the results are summarised in Table 5.1.

5.3.0.1 Position Accuracy

The position accuracy was measured by taking the measured position of the

robot and measuring the perpendicular distance to the trajectory. This calcu-

lation is shown in Equation 5.1, where D is the distance from the line, S is the
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(a) Detailed Visualisation. (b) Basic Visualisation.

Figure 5.2: This figure shows both the detailed and basic visualisations used in
the experiments. The detailed visualisation has bars which move along
the graphic at the speed that the user is expected to emulate. The user
should aim to sweep the gantry of the hand-held spraying robot across
the green section of the visualisation, whilst maintaining orthogonality
of the robot to the trajectory. The user is expected to do all of the same
things with the basic visualisation. The basic visualisation is only to help
the user remember the direction they are expected to move the robot
along. The blue area has no bearing on this work.

position vector of the start of the line, E the end, and P is the point under con-

sideration. The absolute value of the distance was taken and averaged over

the trajectory to arrive at the mean error from the trajectory. Participants

performed better with the detailed visualisation with an average error of

0.0636m compared to 0.0720m (p=0.12).

However when inspecting the error from the best-fit straight line of the

user’s trajectory, there is no difference between the visualisation types, both

diverting from the best fit line by an average of 6.4mm. This shows that the

visualisation is not helping users move along a straight trajectory, though it

does help them stay in the vicinity of the target trajectory.

D =

∥

∥

∥

~SE× ~PS
∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

∥

~SE
∥

∥

∥

(5.1)
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Table 5.1: A summary of the metrics analysed, their standard deviations, and the p-value
when considering the proposition "the error is lower in the case of the detailed
visualisation".

Error Metric Units Detailed SD basic SD p-value

Abs. Position mm 63.7 28.8 72.0 30.8 0.122

Rel. Position mm 6.42 308 6.43 3.72 0.992

Trajectory Speed mm/s 73.2 38.3 88.8 39.2 0.0255

Instant Speed mm/s 157 51.6 178 62.4 0.0418

Abs. Orientation rad 0.183 0.111 0.238 0.156 0.0265

Rel. Orientation rad 0.314 0.129 0.350 0.146 0.136

5.3.1 Speed Regulation

Users were required to move the robot at 0.3m/s for all trials. There are

two metrics that are informative here, error in average speed over the whole

trajectory and instantaneous speed error during the trajectory.

The average speed of the robot (Strajectory) was significantly more accur-

ate with the detailed visualisation, 0.073m/s error, compared to the basic

visualisation, 0.089m/s error (p = 0.025, calculated with the students’ t-test).

During the movement it was possible to see some variation in the speed as

users were trying to match the moving bars in the visualisation. Looking at

the average instantaneous error during the trajectory (Sinstant), the detailed

visualisation performs better with 0.16m/s error compared to 0.18m/s (p =

0.042) for the basic counterpart. The fact that the instantaneous speed error

is significantly larger shows that the users are better at estimating the speed

over the whole trajectory, rather than keeping a correct speed at any given

moment. The methods of calculating the average speed error (Strajectory) and

instantaneous speed error (Sinstant) are shown in Equation 5.2 and 5.3, re-

spectively.

Strajectory =
1

N
(

N
∑

i=0

si) − starget (5.2)

Sinstant =
1

N

N
∑

i=0

∥

∥si − starget
∥

∥ (5.3)

5.3.2 Orientation Accuracy

The users were asked to keep the robot orthogonal to the direction of move-

ment at all times, which was shown in both visualisation categories. There-

fore, there are two metrics to measure the performance of the users’ align-
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ment accuracy, the relative orientation of the robot with respect to its move-

ment direction, and the alignment with the requested orientation. In both

of these metrics the detailed visualisation outperforms the basic visualisa-

tion, 0.31rad vs 0.35rad (p = 0.13) for the relative alignment, and 0.18rad vs

0.23rad (p = 0.026) for the absolute alignment.

5.4 conclusion

It can be seen that the more detailed visualisation allowed the users to per-

form better across all evaluated metrics. This is not a particularly surprising

result, given that users had access to more information from the detailed

visualisation. However, demonstrating the performance of the chosen visu-

alisation over that of a lesser visualisation was not the aim of this preliminary

work. Instead, the central focus has been to demonstrate a baseline for user

movements whilst holding a hand-held robot with effectively no guidance,

and that even a basic visualisation displaying key information aids users

rather than hinders them.

It is hoped that a designer of a similar system can use the data provided

here to allow them to design assistive algorithms that are using assump-

tions about the user’s ability to comply with the instructions given. For ex-

ample, an active head on such a spraying robot should be able to account for

roughly 63mm of deviation from the planned path and an orientation error

of 0.18rad (10 degrees), when the user has detailed information provided

via an AR headset. However this would increase to 72mm position error

and orientation error of 0.238rad (13.6 degrees) error if provided with less

informative spatial cues.

The low accuracy of users following AR visualisations has important rami-

fications for the two sub-categories of hand-held robots highlighted in this

thesis. Even when instructions are very simple, and delivered in a repetitive

way, the tracking accuracy is not particularly good. With reduced degree of

freedom robots this inaccuracy must couple to the end effector, at least in the

DoF that are not controllable by the robot. Therefore a future designer should

choose the DoFs that are actuated on the robot to allow the error coupled to

the end effector to be acceptable for the task at hand. For example, a designer

may be happy to accept a 0.18rad deviation in rotation from the planned tra-

jectory, though not a 63mm deviation from the trajectory along the linear

axes. In this case they should use a three DoF reduced degree of freedom robot

that is actuated with the three DoF.
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For the locally capable category of robots, a designer should ensure that the

range of motion of the end effector can encompass at least 63mm in the linear

directions and 0.18rad in the rotation axes. This was used as a guideline

for the design of the five axis robot presented in Section 3.3. However, this

bound is likely to be conservative in such a situation, as this is ignoring the

active feedback loop that is formed between the user and a locally capable

robot. The robot would gesture towards the set point that it is tracking, and

the user could adjust their own trajectory to ensure the robot can continue

reaching its set point.

Most of the remaining error in tracing trajectories with the robot is likely

due to human difficulty in perceiving depth, as well as obstruction of the

real world by overlaid visualisations. Also it should be noted that the sim-

plicity trajectories requested of the user could have lead to low investment

from the users to perform the task to the best of their ability, as some users

approached the trajectories quite casually. Future work could attempt to

provide visualised feedback to the user regarding their performance, help-

ing to emphasise any mistakes they perform. Further, assistive algorithms

for hand-held robots can be improved with realistic knowledge of the capab-

ility of the human user to comply with trajectory requests.



6
O N L I N E P L A N N I N G I N A R E D U C E D D E G R E E O F

F R E E D O M H A N D - H E L D R O B O T

This chapter has been produced from the original work published in the

following locations:

Elsdon, J., and Demiris, Y. (2017), Assisted Painting of 3D Structures Using

Shared Control with Under-actuated Robots, in ‘IEEE International Con-

ference on Robotics and Automation’, pp. 4891–4897.

6.1 introduction

This Chapter and Chapter 7 explore the concept of reduced degrees of freedom

hand-held robots. A reduced degrees of freedom hand-held robot is one that

must rely on the human user at all times for precise motion of the end

effector. This is because these robots have less DoF than the task requires, and

the access to these missing degrees of freedom is supplied by the motion of

the human.

If a trajectory for the end effector is required, one or more of the DoF

must be actuated exclusively by the user, as such the error in tracking the

trajectory is in part tied to the accuracy with which the user can move the

robot through the predefined trajectory. As shown in Chapter 5, even when

very simple trajectories are required of the user, large tracking errors are

likely. For example, even with a detailed visualisation guiding them, the

absolute positioning error average was 63.7mm.

The reason why a reduced degrees of freedom hand-held robot robot is worth

of study is the fact that they are by their nature, simpler, lighter and cheaper.

Weight particularly can be overbearing in the case of a handheld robot. These

benefits are traded for the fact that the robot and user must be more tightly

coupled.

Whilst it is not reasonable for a user to track a particular trajectory with

the end effector, not all tasks require an exact trajectory, for example painting

an area with a particular paint distribution. In pursuit of the final paint dis-

87
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tribution the particular trajectories used to realise it are not fundamentally

important.

This chapter describes an algorithm that is designed to solve this painting

problem using the robot described in Section 3.2.1. The goal of the algorithm

is to place as much paint in the correct locations within a short time horizon.

It does this by considering all paths available in this horizon, choosing the

one that is likely to allow the most paint deposition. This plan is then par-

tially implemented on the robot, and an update to the task state is made to

represent the paint deposited in this implemented section. Then a new path

is planned, it continues in this receding horizon manner. There are no strong

constraints on the surface to be painted, as input to the system is an arbit-

rary triangulated model of the target object. A primary contribution of this

algorithm is how all solutions in a large search space can be considered in a

tractable time. The algorithm is verified to perform well, choosing paths that

are close to optimal within the decision time of 100ms, taking only 32ms.

The inputs to the system are:

• A map of the required density of the paint, in the form of a texture

map.

• A 3D triangulated model of the target object to be sprayed.

• The pose of the robot relative to the target.

The outputs of the algorithm are:

• A position and velocity command for the end effector.

• A set of times to activate and deactivate the spray nozzle during this

movement.

6.2 method

It is intended that the user will sweep the gantry of the linear slide such

that the robot travels in a direction orthogonal to both the direction of the

linear slide and the direction of that the nozzle points. This can be visualised

more easily by looking at Figure 5.1 in Chapter 5. As such over a short time

horizon the end effector will have access to a two dimensional space that is

defined by its own gantry and the direction of movement. Planning a path

through this space is the purpose of this algorithm, this space is depicted in

Figure 6.1.
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There are two main stages to the software, candidate path selection and

path simulation. The function of the candidate path selection is to suggest a

path for the future movement that is likely to provide rich opportunities for

the nozzle to dispense paint. The path simulation is then used to both calcu-

late when the nozzle should dispense paint within this path and to update

the internal representation of the state of the painting. Only the very begin-

ning of the path is simulated and implemented on the robot. The purpose of

the candidate path extending further into the future than will be implemen-

ted on a particular planning cycle is to ensure that the algorithm can pick a

path that is closer to the global optimum, rather than simply operating on a

greedy principle of only inspecting parts of the space immediately available

to it. If this was not implemented areas of a small positive value could make

the end effector move to a position that then forces it to miss an area of much

higher value that could have been accessed with a different path.

A flow chart of the method is presented in Figure 6.2 and a pseudo-code

listing using verbose variable names is presented in Algorithm 1 (with sub-

routines in Algorithm 2,3,4 and 5).

6.2.1 Candidate Path Selection

Simulating paths fully as demonstrated in Section 6.2.6 is an expensive op-

eration; it cannot be parallelised across time, as future paint deposits will

rely on past paint deposits. Therefore using such a simulation to evaluate

many paths, then picking the best one is not a tenable solution if the al-

lowed solution space is large. Some assumptions must be made to accelerate

the search for good candidate paths. Firstly it is assumed that the operator is

moving the robot primarily perpendicularly to the gantry direction and the

spray direction, as to sweep the largest possible area. This helps minimise

the situation where the head could revisit the same physical location at a

later time, thus reducing the dependence of later paint deposits on previ-

ous paint deposits. Small discrepancies in the alignment of the robot can be

handled by the algorithm, as the current estimate of the velocity, including

misalignment is used to generate the grid locations shown in Figure 6.1. In

the case of misalignment the grid would be representing a skewed version of

the future movements. It is also assumed that the user is trying to keep the

robot’s velocity smooth at all times, thus the space that is swept can be well

defined by the gantry length and the distance that the user is anticipated to

travel over a fixed time period. Small variations in speed are also handled

well by the method, as the most important segments of the generated path
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Algorithm 1: This is a high level outline of the algorithm presented in
Chapter 7, See Algorithm 2,3,4,5 for clarification of the subroutines. The
“solveDjikstra” applies Djikstra’s algorithm to find path with the highest
total score. The “sendToRobot” function transmits the the variables used
for actuation to the robot.
while True do

Nodes nodes = initGraphNodes(); // see Algorithm 2

Edges edges = initGraphEdges();// see Algorithm 3

calculateEdgeWeights(nodes, edges, robot);// see Algorithm 4

Path path = solveDjikstra(nodes, edges);
Float score, Vector〈Time〉 valveOn, Vector〈Time〉 valveOff =
simulateFirstSegment(path);// see Algorithm 5

sendToRobot(valveOn, valveOff,path);

Algorithm 2: The algorithm for populating the grid of nodes. Not all
nodes will be accessible in the final graph structure. The grid dimensions
will be gantryQuanta× timeQuanta×divisions in size, which can be
seen more clearly in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.1, though only used nodes
are shown in those figures.

Function initGraphNodes():

for y← 0 to gantryQuanta do

for x← 0 to timeQuanta do
densityTexture(x,y) = samplePaint(x,y);
for k← 0 to divisions do // Init all nodes

nodes.add(x,y,k);

return nodes;
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Algorithm 3: Algorithm for initialising the valid edges between nodes
in the graph structure. “edgeValid(x,y,m)” if a function that checks
whether the node at position (x,y,m) is reachable from the original start-
ing node, and allowable change in speed.

Function initGraphEdges()→ Edges:

for y← 0 to gantryQuanta do // Build Graph on CPU

for x← 0 to timeQuanta do

for k← 0 to divisions do

for m← −m
2 to m

2 do

if edgeValid(x+ 1,y+m,m) then
startNode = nodes.get(x,y,k);
if x = horizon then

endNode = terminalNode;
else

endNode = nodes.get(x+ 1,y+m,m);
edges.addEdge(startNode, endNode);

return edges;

Algorithm 4: This algorithm assigns weights to edges in the graph struc-
ture. The weight is the sum of the spray density that would arrive at this
location, as long as this spray would not overdose that region.
Function

calculateEdgeWeights(Nodes nodes, Edges edges, Robot robot):

for edge in edges do // Find edge weights on GPU
nozVel = robot.velocity+ edge.gantryVel;
sprayDensity = robot.sprayFlux

nozVel ;
for step in steps do

sprayNeeded = densityTexture(step);
if sprayDensity < sprayNeeded then

score += sprayDensity;

edge.score = score;
return;
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Algorithm 5: Algorithm for simulating the first line segment in the can-
didate path and updating the current representation of paint coverage in
memory. The result is a final score for painting within the first segment,
and the times that the spray nozzle valve should be turned on and off
to achieve the calculated paint distribution. The steps size in this sim-
ulation is usually much finer than the grid size in Algorithm 2 or the
step size in Algorithm 4. “sprayTexture” is the texture that represents the
current paint distribution and “targetTexture” is the texture representing
the ideal paint distribution. The score is the summation of paint that is
correctly placed combined with a negative score for paint that is overdos-
ing a region. This punishment factor can be made larger or smaller with
“PunishFactor”.

Function simulateFirstSegment(Path path)
→ (Float, Vector〈Time〉, Vector〈Time〉):

for fineStep in path.firstSegment do // Find score and update

coverage on GPU
sprayQuantity = robot.sprayFlux× fineStep.interval;
sprayQuantaNum = sprayQuantity

dropQuantity ;
sprayQuantaSet = sprayDistribution(sprayQuantaNum);
for sprayQuanta in sprayQuantaSet do

// duplicates are accumilted into one sprayQuanta,

// here they are treated separately for clarity

currentPaint =

sprayTexture.get(sprayQuanta.intersection(targetModel));
targetPaint =

targetTexture.get(sprayQuanta.intersection(targetModel));
if currentPaint + sprayQuanta.value < targetPaint then

score += sprayQuanta.value;
else

score += PunishFactor× (currentPaint+

sprayQuanta.value− targetPaint);

if score > 0 then
sprayTexture.update(sprayQuantaSet);
valveOn.pushBack(fineStep.time);

else
valveOff.pushBack(fineStep.time);

return (score, valveOn, valveOff);
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Figure 6.1: The path that the nozzle takes is based on a grid of positions with line
segments connecting them. The path is chosen such that it maximises the
amount of paint that can be dispensed into the target areas. The white
sections of this image are in need of paint. The cyan line is the chosen
path, yellow represents all possible paths. The time intervals shown are
typically 0.1 seconds, this is the time period at which new commands are
sent to the robot. The gantry positions evenly spread along the length of
the gantry, typically 1cm apart depending on desired granularity of the
algorithm.

are the ones closest to the present time as this is the section of the path that

will be implemented the soonest, later parts of the path will be recalculated

in future iterations of the receding horizon, which will correct for the lack of

consistent velocity. Primarily the user should act in a smooth manner.

This software module has 4 stages to its implementation:

1. Calculating the required paint density across the space defined by the

spray nozzle’s location on the gantry and time.

2. Producing a graph structure that can account for mechanical feasibility.

3. Calculating the maximum benefit of line segments in this graph.
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Figure 6.2: Green sections are part of the candidate path selection. The blue process
is the path simulation described in Section 6.2.6. The dashed arrows on
the right indicate outputs to the hardware described in Section 6.3.2.

4. Solving for the path most likely to place the maximum amount of paint

in the correct place using Dijkstra’s algorithm Dijkstra (1959).

These four stages are highlighted in green in Figure 6.2.

6.2.2 Calculating Required Paint Density

The spray painting process has a number of variables that will affect the rate

at which the paint covers a particular area, for example, if the nozzle is at

a large distance from the object being painted the paint per second arriving

at a given area will be less than if the nozzle were close. Other consider-

ations include the distribution pattern of the spray nozzle, obliqueness to

the surface etc. These effects should be accounted for and all simplified into

one variable: at this location on the gantry and this point in time, how much

paint is needed. This quantity is sampled at regular intervals in a grid across

time and nozzle position in the manner defined in Equation 6.1. At each loc-

ation 1024 rays are cast into the scene and each ray returns the difference

between the current paint coverage, c, and the target coverage, p. This is

multiplied by the distance squared, d2. This operation provides the required

flux of paint at unit distance for this ray. The direction of the rays is decided

by the distribution pattern of the airbrush nozzle. The mean of this value is

now representative of the average paint flux at unit distance at this location

on the gantry, g, at a given time, t. Repeating this operation in a grid across

many gantry positions and time instants produces a map of required paint

density in all positions that the nozzle will have access to over the allotted

time horizon. This can be visualised as in Figure 6.1, where the white sec-

tions are requiring a large paint density, and the black areas require little or

no paint density. This section does not make any strong assumptions about
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the geometry of the object to be painted, as long as the model is a good ap-

proximation of the real object to be painted and is triangulated reasonably,

avoiding very thin triangles and unwanted gaps between triangles. This map

of required paint density is used as the basis for generating the edge weights

of a directed graph in Section 6.2.4.

d(g, t) =
1

rays

i=rays
∑

i=0

d2(ci − pi) (6.1)

6.2.3 Building Graph Structure

There are an infinite number of paths that the nozzle could take between the

start and the time horizon, so for the purposes of this work the movements

will be discretised. This discretisation is defined by allowing the head to

only be in discrete locations along the gantry at given intervals of time. This

forms a grid on the space defined in Section 6.2.2. The nozzle can then move

between these locations in line segments. At each grid location there is a

predefined number of alternative routes going forward, this will be called

the number of divisions. In order to account for the fact that the nozzle should

not be allowed an infeasible change in speed the graph structure needs to

account for the incoming speed to each grid location and only allow the

nozzle to leave the grid location at an allowable velocity. This is encoded

by having multiple nodes in the graph at each grid location, one for each

possible incoming speed. These nodes are not connected to nodes that would

be infeasible given the incoming speed it represents. For example, if the

nozzle was moving at full speed along the gantry in one direction it may be

infeasible for it to move full speed in the other direction during the next time

period. The allowable change of speed at each juncture is an integer called

speed change, this value indicated the number of discretised speed levels the

end effector is allowed change by at each juncture.

Many of the paths from one node to the next will represent the same

physical movement, and therefore the weight assigned to these duplicates

should be the same. Hence the cost for all possible edges between nodes

is calculated, not accounting for feasibility. The edges on the graph then

inherit the costs from this simplified graph. This encoding of feasibility and

the inheritance of edge costs is described fully in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3: A visualisation of the graph structure. The stacked nodes encode the
speed incoming to the node, blue is 0, red is +1, green is −1. The purple
lines indicate the edges of the graph, notice they will not allow a trans-
ition between +1 and −1 speed or the reverse. In a realistically propor-
tioned graph there is a parameter speed change which defines the allow-
able change in speed at each node. The shadowed lines at the bottom
of the image indicate the edges of the basic tree structure. The purple
edges will inherit their edge costs from this base graph, notice there is
often more than one edge representing the same physical movement.

6.2.4 Calculating Benefit of a Sub-movement

Each edge in the graph described in Section 6.2.3 represents a physical move-

ment of the end effector. This can be assumed to be a line segment over the

surface of the model to be painted. This line segment, and the graph edge

that represents it need to be allocated an edge weight. This weight will rep-

resent an estimated value of the spraying nozzle having access to this region.

This weight will be low if the area has lots of painting still left to do, and it

will be high if the area is already fully painted, or didn’t need paint in the

first place.

Given the robot’s velocity perpendicular to the gantry, v, and the gradient

of the line segment, d
dt(g), we can calculate the nozzle velocity, n.

n =

√

(
d
dt

(g))2 + v2 (6.2)

Combining this with the flow rate of the nozzle, flow, and the distribution

pattern of the nozzle (simplified to a cross section area at unit distance, A)

the paint flux at a unit distance, f, can be calculated for this line segment.
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f =
flow
A ·n

(6.3)

Comparing this paint flux with a number of samples (from the required

paint flux map) along this line segment, it can be evaluated whether this is

an appropriate flux value for this location.

If the flux is less than that required then the score, wi of this sample on

the line can be positive. If it is more than is required the score is zero, this is

because if the nozzle were to perform this movement it would overdose this

region with paint. The total score of the line segment, W, is the summation

of all the samples along its length. Typically 32 samples are used along each

line segment.

wi =











d(g, t) if f < d(g, t)

0 if f > d(g, t)
(6.4)

W =
1

samples

samples
∑

i=0

wi (6.5)

The positive score given to a sample effects how the system will behave,

the optimum score to assign is the calculated flux for this line segment. This

will maximise the amount of time that the nozzle can be switched on over

the whole path. Alternatively, using the paint required at this position as a

score prioritises the robot to visit areas that are more in need of paint. Using

the target paint quantity as the score was found to achieves better results.

The paths chosen have more margin for error compared to picking paths

where the calculated flux for the path is very close to the approximated re-

quired flux. When there is a small margin for error, the discrepancy between

the required paint density approximation and the full simulation described

in Section 6.2.6 can lead to the nozzle being left off to avoid an overdose

condition. In this case there will be a large discrepancy between the score

expected and the actual calculated score for a line segment, meaning that

the path found using this method will be far from optimal.

This method is used to assign a weight to each element of the graph de-

scribed in Section 6.2.3.

6.2.5 Solving for Best Path

Now that a graph as defined in Section 6.2.3 is constructed, and its edge

weights have been assigned based on the function described in Section 6.2.4.
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Using Dijkstra’s algorithm the path from the start node to the time horizon

that maximises score can be found. This should give the route that maxim-

ises the opportunity for the nozzle to apply paint to the correct locations.

The path selected should be such that it chooses swift diagonal movements

through areas that require a sparse covering in paint, for areas that require

high densities it will chose a path that maximises the amount of time that the

nozzle is within the region, as to maximise the amount of paint distributed

over that time period. Solving by Dijkstra’s algorithm was implemented us-

ing the Boost Graph Library, and this is the only computationally significant

part of the algorithm that takes place on the CPU.

6.2.6 Simulation of the Selected Path

All of the above calculations rely on the assumption that paint dispensed

earlier in the movement will not affect paint dispensed later. For maintaining

an accurate internal representation of the state of the paint coverage this

is not acceptable. Therefore a simulation that can take account of previous

paint coverage must be used. This only needs to be applied to the first section

of the candidate path, as this is the only section that will be implemented on

the robot, therefore this high computational cost is acceptable.

This simulation is achieved by modelling the paint droplets as rays and

casting them into the geometry, these rays are used to lookup the corres-

ponding pixel in the texture map, which holds the current state of paint

coverage on the object, a similar texture holds the target paint coverage. At

each time step r rays are cast, each represents the appropriate amount of

paint based on the time step, flow rate and rays per time step. It is often

the case that multiple rays within each casting operation will point to the

same pixel in the paint state texture map, therefore it is important to use

atomic operations to ensure they are totalled correctly on the GPU. After the

casting operation a list of pixels in the texture map that have received paint

is produced, the quantity of which is defined as q. q is compared to the

amount of paint required at this location to reach the target. If the amount

of paint cast to this location (q) added to the current paint at the location (h)

is less than or equal to the target amount required, p, the total amount of

paint is recorded as the score, s. If there is an overdose condition the excess

is punished by a punishment factor, P.
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si(t) =











qi if qi + hi 6 pi

(qi + hi − pi)P if qi + hi > pi

(6.6)

S =

r−1
∑

i=0

si (6.7)

At each time step along the path an aggregate of the score of all the rays

cast is calculated; S. If this total is greater than zero the paint distribution at

this time instant is considered a success. In this case all of the paint quantities

will be added to their respective pixel in the texture map. If the score is

negative, spraying at this location is detrimental to the painting of the object,

and the paint quantities are not written back to the texture. The series of

whether each time step was beneficial to the painting task is kept, this is

used to produce timings for the valve that controls the paint flow on the

robot.

6.3 validation and comparison

To demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed method two sets of experiments

are presented. The results that were gathered from simulation are presen-

ted in Section 6.3.1, those gathered from hardware tests are presented in

Section 6.3.2.

6.3.1 Experiments in Simulation

An exhaustive evaluation of all possible paths in a particular scenario can

be used to give a robust bench mark for the quality of a selected path. The

path that is generated can be given a rank out of possible paths, with 1 being

the best rank. The ranking is ordered based on the quantity of liquid that

would be sprayed if the full simulation described in Section 6.2.6 is applied

along the entire candidate path. In order to compare the proposed method

with a baseline method a greedy path planner was developed. The greedy

algorithm picks the most valuable linear movement over the next time period

until it reaches the time horizon. The evaluation of the line segments will be

done using the simulation outlined in Section 6.2.6.

Firstly, both the proposed method and the greedy method are presented

with the same 32 scenarios, consisting of a number of patches, at various dif-

ferent rotations. Each method then generates a path for the airbrush nozzle
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Figure 6.4: For each of the 32 trials, the path produced by each algorithm was given
a rank for quantity of ink placed out of all possible paths (calculated ex-
haustively). These ranks were then ordered from best to worst for clarity.
We can see that the proposed method picks a good solution for the ma-
jority of trials, most in the top 5% (the average being 15%), though the
greedy method does not seem to outperform a random pick as it returns
paths with an average rank of 53%.

to take, these are then given a rank against all possible paths. Both methods

select paths from the line segments in a tree structure as shown in Figure 6.1

such that both algorithms obey the same feasibility constraints. The results

can be seen in Figure 6.4. The proposed method averages a rank of 328 out

of 2186 (15%), though the majority of the paths are in the top 5% of all paths.

The outliers seem to be in scenarios where there is very little paint to be

placed within the time horizon. The path chosen then maximises its time in

areas of sparse paint requirement, though due to the approximate nature of

the paint density estimate produced in Section 6.2.2 this marginally fails to

pass the test of whether the valve should be on presented in Section 6.2.6.

The greedy method on average produced a path of 1302 out of 2186, which

is worse than chance. This is because the greedy method has no capability

to bias the path towards fruitful areas that occur outside of the next time

period.

Computational efficiency is important because the algorithm will be used

to plan paths on a real time spraying robot. The path must be planned whilst

the first segment of the previous plan is being acted upon by the robot. There-

fore if the run time of the algorithm is shorter the frequency of commands
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Table 6.1: Comparison or run time between the proposed method and a simple
greedy algorithm. Data taken over 32 test scenarios. The tests all were
using a horizon of 7, with a choice of 3 directions at each intersection.

Method Mean Time (ms) Standard Deviation (ms)

Proposed Method 32.6 3.27

Greedy Method 116.84 3.20

sent to the robot can be increased or the number of path options considered

can be increased.

The execution time of the proposed method was compared against the

greedy implementation. The times for the proposed method include the path

generation and one segment of simulation as described in Section 6.2.6. For

the greedy algorithm the simulation is implicit in the path generation, there-

fore for this method only the path generation time is included. As shown in

Table 6.1 the proposed method has a significantly shorter run time. In this set

of scenarios the path generation was over a horizon of 7 decision intervals

each representing 0.1s and there were 3 divisions after each time period. The

proposed method would scale very well into larger solution spaces defined

by: number of time periods before the time horizon; quantisations in the

gantry direction and the number divisions after each time period. This is

because the most computationally expensive part of the method (aside from

the dense simulation of the first segment) is generating the density map,

which is independent of the number of paths at each intersection and scales

linearly with gantry quanta and horizon length. In contrast any algorithm

that uses the full evaluation for line segments iteratively, such as the greedy

algorithm, will scale very badly into bigger solution spaces.

6.3.2 Experiment with Hardware

To demonstrate the algorithm outlined above a preliminary test was conduc-

ted where the robot shown in Figure 6.6 should place paint in a specified

area. The robot body is manoeuvred by the user, moving the robot ortho-

gonally to its sliding axis and the direction of the nozzle. The user can also

rotate the object, by rotating the base that it stands on. The algorithm plans

the next move at a rate of 10Hz, whilst considering the next 1 second of

potential paths available to it. A snapshot of the robots measured velocity

and orientation is used for extrapolation into the future. The robot measures

its current location and velocity using a camera mounted to the robot, this
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Figure 6.5: The experimental setup. On the right is the robot, it has a single axis
of movement which can move the airbrush head up and down. On the
left is the object to be painted, it is located on top of an array of visual
markers, which are observed by a camera mounted on the robot, see
Figure 3.1a for a more detailed view of the hardware.

tracks small markers that are located below the item to be painted, seen in

Figure 6.5.

The camera output is fed back to a desktop computer with a mid-range

GPU (NVIDIA 960) at 100Hz. The robot is also supplied with a compressed

air hose for the airbrush and has a USB connected micro-controller to man-

age the movement of the airbrush head. The software architecture is using

ROS (Robotic Operating System)Quigley et al. (2009) for communication to

the robot and between nodes on the desktop. The path calculation is acceler-

ated using OpenCL.

The aim for this demonstration was to paint three small circles on the

faces of the 3D printed object shown in Figure 6.7b. The faces were covered

in pieces of paper for reusability. Scans of the paper are presented in Fig-

ure 6.7c, the green overlays represent the ideal target locations. Figure 6.7d

shows the state of the simulation after the demonstration, white sections
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Figure 6.6: The robot used for the hardware experiment. 1: Airbrush nozzle. 2: Festo
1ms air valve. 3: Limit switch. 4: 15PSI air input hose. 5: Igus DryLin low
profile slide rail. 6: Nema 17 stepper motor. 7: Point Grey Chameleon 3

USB 3 camera. 8: MBED LPC1768. 9: Pololu stepper motor driver.

are where paint is placed. Ideally the real paining should match that of the

simulation.

It can be see from these images that the paint was placed predominantly

in the correct location, though there are some anomalies that should be ex-

plained. The small amount of misalignment between the target locations

and where the paint was deposited is due to a combination of an offset in

the optical positioning and perhaps a lack of precision in the registration

of the object to the markers on the base. The offset is around 6mm in the

worst case. Additionally to the offset, there is some spurious paint place-

ment, this is due to the loss of vision of the markers as the camera becomes

very close to the object. To solve this issue the camera should be placed such

that it does not lose vision on the markers when close to the target object.

Experiments presented later in this thesis use a retro-reflective marker based

motion capture system to solve this issue.

6.4 conclusion

In this chapter a method for generating a trajectory for an airbrush nozzle

on a reduced degree of freedom hand-held robot was outlined. This method had

four stages: sampling the swept space for required paint density; building
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a directed graph in this space, sampling from the required paint density

to generate the edge weights; solving for the path that can maximise the

quantity of paint delivered using the Dijkstra method. Finally only a small

part of the plan is simulated in a dense manner to update the state of the

task, and is sent to the robot for implementation. This allows the robot to

plan paths that are likely to be close to optimal, but still be reactive to change

in user behaviour on which the plan is based.

The proposed method was shown to have sufficiently low run time to

run in a real time system. This was demonstrated by trialling the system

on hardware as well as measuring the run time directly. The run time was

significantly shorter than a simple greedy algorithm. For a typical scenario

the proposed method took 32.6ms to produce a decision for the next time

step, whilst considering a time horizon of 700ms.

The path selection quality was compared against an exhaustive evaluation

of all possible paths, the average path returned was in the top 15% of all

paths, though the majority were in the top 5%.

Future work on practical implementations of such a spraying robot should

verify the final distribution of the paint on the model in a quantitative man-

ner. This could perhaps be achieved with an analysis of the colour saturation

of the paint, or by using an additive to the liquid that can be detected post

experiment, such as fluorescent dyes.

The algorithm presented in this Chapter will be used in Chapter 7 and be

compared to a manual operation of the robot, and trigger only assistance.
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(a) The object to be painted.
(b) The Object after painting.

(c) A scan of the sides of the model that
were painted

(d) The equivalent view from Fig-
ure 6.7c taken from the simulation.

Figure 6.7: The object is a 60mm wide cube at an angle. The target is three 34mm
circles on each of the top faces, as shown in Figure 6.7c, the green overlay
indicates the target areas. Qualitatively it can be seen that the paint is
broadly in the correct place, the displacement of each circle is within
6mm of the correct location, this drift is most likely due to registration
of the 3D Object and positioning accuracy, anomalies far outside the
circles seems to be temporary glitches in the position tracking.
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T E S T I N G A S S I S TA N C E I N R E D U C E D D E G R E E O F

F R E E D O M R O B O T S

This chapter has been produced from the original work published in the

following locations:

Elsdon, J., and Demiris, Y. (2018), Augmented Reality for Feedback in a

Shared Control Spraying Task, in ‘IEEE International Conference on Ro-

botics and Automation’, pp. 1939–1946.

7.1 introduction

This chapter attempts to answer the question: Are reduced degree of freedom

robots, when paired with suitable algorithms, an effective means of aiding a

user in a spraying task?

The primary contribution of this chapter is a user study that aims to eval-

uate the path planning algorithm developed in Chapter 6. This study will

be using version three of the single axis hand-held robot developed in Sec-

tion 3.1c. This is a reduced degree of freedom robot when applied to the task

described in this Chapter.

Three assistance modes will be compared: manual, semi-auto and auto modes.

These are analogous to the modes that were presented by Gregg-Smith and

Mayol-Cuevas (2015). Manual mode will leave movement of the end effector

and the triggering of the spraying to the user exclusively. Semi-auto auto-

mates the triggering of the spraying, and full auto assists via the algorithm

described in Chapter 6.

For a user to use this system it is important that they have access to the

current state of the task, and ideally they would have access to some ad-

ditional visual aids to help them complete the task. For this purpose an AR

headset will provide the user with information regarding current paint dens-

ity, a targeting aid to help them aim, and a visualisation of where paint is

still required. This will be introduced in Section 7.2.

It was found that the more sophisticated assistance modes increased the

performance, however the majority of the benefits could be had with the sim-

pler trigger assisted semi-auto mode. The participants became split on their

106
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opinion of the full automatic mode, with a sub-set finding it more taxing to

use than the alternatives; suggesting that there is some conflict between the

users’ preferences and the robot’s algorithm. It is hypothesised that this con-

flict is at the tactical planning level. This conflict motivated experimentation

with explicit allocation of the tactical plan, found in Chapter 8.

7.2 using augmented reality to close action perception loop

The preliminary hardware trial presented in Section 6.3.2 required the user

to know in advance what the spraying distribution should be. To make a

more realistic system, the user should be able to be informed of the task,

and the progress of the task by the robotic system.

Due to the required shared understanding of the task, the robotic system

must be able to indicate the current status of the task such that the user

can collaborate effectively. This is achieved by extending the robotic sys-

tem using an augmented reality (AR) headset, specifically the HoloLens by

Microsoft. This is a binocular AR headset, and therefore can indicate 3D in-

formation to the user. In order to present holograms in the users vision, the

headset tracks the users position using a visual odometry system. Whilst

this works well for visualisations where positioning is not critical, it does

suffer from drift as the Hololens adjusts its internal map or loses trackable

features in the scene. The solution to this problem was found using two dif-

ferent methods in Section 4.3, though for experimentation presented in the

following section only the time series method was used. The hardware setup

that is discussed in this chapter is shown in Figure 7.1.

Finding a way to logically provide task specific information to the user of a

shared control system is critical as the task cannot be completed without the

cooperation of the human user. An outline of a simple colour scheme that

represents target areas, completed areas, and overdosed areas in a spraying

task in a logical way is detailed in Section 7.2.1.

The benefit of a shared control system is that the parts of the task that

require access to rich information or precise timing can be offloaded to the

robotic part of the system. Providing some assistance is likely to reduce

task load on the user, though knowing exactly how much extra help still

adds utility to the system can allow designers to optimise other aspects of

the system, such as size or cost. In Section 7.3 three levels of assistance are

evaluated for a spraying task, considering the users performance at applying

liquid, the speed in which they do the task and their subjective task loading.
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Figure 7.1: The experimental setup used in this work. The Hololens, spraying robot
and mannequin all are tracked with retro-reflective markers. The visual-
isation of the spray density is only visible to the user of the system as
it is displayed to them through the Hololens. The spraying robot’s head
can be actuated up and down to assist with the spraying task.
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This is a similar paradigm as presented by Gregg-Smith and Mayol-Cuevas

(2015), summarised in Section 2.3.1, though the task detailed here is more

realistic. Further the robot that is used in this task is a reduced degree of free-

dom robot rather than a locally capable robot as presented Gregg-Smith and

Mayol-Cuevas (2015).

7.2.1 Proposed Visualisation

Drawing on the work of Kim et al. Kim et al. (2007) it was decided that

a 2D representation mapped directly to the surface of the 3D object using

augmented reality was the most intuitive method of providing feedback in

a spraying task. This task has an additional complication as compared to

that work: there is no implication that the paint should be evenly applied

everywhere, there will instead be target regions. This means that feedback

should be given to the user regarding areas to spray, the progress towards

the target dose in those areas, as well as highlighting any overdosed areas.

This visualisation should also be natural to understand.

The proposed visualisation is as follows: regions that require spraying,

target regions, are blue. As the area becomes filled this will transition to

green. If the area becomes overfilled then the area will transition through

a gradient to red. This is shown, along with the indication of reward in

Figure 7.2. Traditionally green is seen as “good” and red as “bad”, therefore

the user will see that their job is to make all blue areas green, whilst making

as few areas red as possible. Areas that were never intended to receive spray

start white, due to this being the colour of the real world model they are

spraying. The white will shift through a gradient to red as the area receives

more spray. Full red in this case would be reached when the overdosing is

in proportion to the typical correct dose within the target regions.

7.3 contrasting different levels of robotic assistance in spray-

ing task

This section will detail a user trail to investigate the extent to which ro-

botic assistance could help in a 3D spraying task, specifically with a simple

and light weight reduced degree of freedom hand-held robot. Specifically the

perceived task load and painting performance metrics will be investigated,

such as completion time and accuracy.

The visualisation that is presented in Section 7.2.1 will be used to ensure

there is a shared understanding of the state of the task. This knowledge
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TargetUnder
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Figure 7.2: The colour scheme for a region that requires spraying. Blue would in-
dicate to the user that they should spray the area more, green that the
area is correctly sprayed and red that it has become over sprayed. The
vertical height in the image refers to the reward that is applied to the
whole spraying job at this location, when the score becomes negative the
colour will stay red.

makes it possible to form a shared control behaviour with the robot. In this

case the human will be directing the tactical level of planning and then shar-

ing the operational level of the plan with the robot by providing the loco-

motion of the robot as well as inherently sharing control of the position of

the spray nozzle.

7.3.1 Task Outline

The task that the user will be attempting to complete will be to spray virtual

liquid onto a mannequin on the zones indicated to them on the augmen-

ted reality headset. Three modes will be tested. “Manual” gives the user full

control of the trigger, which releases the virtual paint from the nozzle, and

nozzle remains stationary on the robot. “Semi automatic” mode activates the

trigger on the users behalf when the simulation, described in Section 6.2.6,

finds that spraying will increase the task score, the selected path in this

instance will always be the stationary option. This acts similarly to the al-

gorithm presented by Prévost et al. (2016). Finally, “automatic mode” will also

activate the trigger, and additionally have the capability to slide the nozzle

up and down a short gantry mounted on the handheld robot. The movement

of the nozzle is calculated in a receding horizon manner using the method

presented in Chapter 6.

The user will partake in three painting experiments per assistance level,

which are shown in Figure 7.3. After each assistance level they complete

the NASA TLX survey Hart and Staveland (1988) using the official NASA
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IPad application. They will be wearing the Microsoft HoloLens which will

overlay on the mannequin the target areas and their current paint status as

described in Section 7.2.1, the setup can be seen in Figure 7.1. The user will

communicate to the assistant when they feel that they can no longer make

reasonable progress on the task. By the end of the experiment they will have

filled the three different target patterns with each of the three assistance

levels. The users are allocated one of the six orders that the experiments

can be in at the beginning of the experiment. Before each new mode the

users were given the opportunity to test the mode and to ask any clarifying

questions that they had. Before the experiment began, the participants were

invited to read details about how the data would be used and stored, they

then confirmed their consent to those terms.

(a) Target 0 (b) Target 1 (c) Target 2

Figure 7.3: The three patterns the users were asked to spray in each mode. a is
designed to test area fill, b for detailed strips, and c for small isolated
areas. Further the boundary to area ratio increases through the levels

7.3.2 Results

There are three key areas of measurement that will be presented here, NASA

TLX Hart and Staveland (1988) that indicate task load, task completion time,

and accuracy of paint placement. In total there were 18 participants, 4 female

and 14 male, aged between 20 and 34.
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7.3.2.1 NASA TLX

As can be seen from Figure 7.4, there is a marked decrease in the median

task load as the level of automation increases from 63.5 in manual to 47.835

in automatic mode. Though the median of the task load decreased as auto-

mation increased, the automated modes were not favoured by all, in fact

both the highest and the lowest task load score was registered for the auto-

matic mode. Comparing the automatic modes to the manual mode using

an independent samples t-test, when considering the hypothesis "Semi/Fully

automatic mode decrease the task loading compared to manual mode", one can

conclude that there is not enough evidence here to meet a 5% confidence

threshold (Fully automatic mode t(18) = 1.66,p = 0.106). The factors in-

volved in task load are shown in Figure 7.5; overall there is no significant

change in the relative importance of each factor across the experiments.

7.3.2.2 Completion Time

Across nearly all of the trials manual was the quickest mode, with little

difference between the automatic modes. Though this does require some

careful qualification. Due to the nature of an automatic mode not allowing

the participant to make a mistake, users often become quite perfectionist,

hunting for the smallest area of improvement. In the manual mode however

they get nervous that they will ruin what they have achieved and may stop

early to avoid incurring negative scores due to overdosed regions. This effect

could likely be removed easily by instructing the user the level of coverage

the task requires, such that they do not waste their time, and further practice

to remove their nerves in manual mode. To help remove this effect in this

study, all times referred to are the times taken to get from 10% to 90% of final

coverage for that attempt, to remove the thinking time at the beginning and

the hunting behaviour observed in the automatic modes at the end. With

this correction applied, Figure 7.6 shows that the time taken in the different

modes did not vary significantly. Only in round 2 was there any appreciable

difference, though this is explainable by the fact the perfectionist attitude

of the users is applied per sub-patch, which is not removed by the filtering

described above. The sub-patches in question can be seen in Figure 7.3.

7.3.2.3 Accuracy

To effectively compare performance across trials the mean squared error

(MSE) per pixel is a good measure as it is agnostic to the dose level (which

happens to be constant) and the total area required to be covered. As can be
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Figure 7.4: The combined TLX scores by mode. It can be seen that increasing the
assistance level reduces task load, though there is a larger range of sub-
jective task load at the highest assistance mode. The group that rates
auto mode as having high task load have been highlighted in the other
modes using the triangle point markers. It can be seen that this group
becomes more separated as assistance level increases.
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Figure 7.5: The factor weighting by mode. It can be seen that there is little change
in the relative importance of each of the factors when changing the as-
sistance mode.
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Figure 7.6: The time to complete the spraying task. Time is taken from the interval
between 10% and 90% of the maximum score for that run to remove
unproductive time at the beginning and end of each run. It can be seen
that assistance mode has only a small effect on finish time. Round 2

consists of many small patches, and as such some participants became
perfectionist on a per patch basis.
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seen from Figure 7.7 the MSE is best in the automatic modes and worst in

manual mode. There is between a 33% and 45% reduction in MSE between

the automatic modes and manual mode. There is no significant difference

between the automatic modes. Figure 7.8 shows a typical paint distribution.

It should be noticeable that in manual mode there is significant amounts

of paint outside of the intended boundary, whereas the automatic modes

have a similar kind of paint distribution. When considering the statement

"Fully/Semi Automatic modes lower the MSE, compared to manual mode", the in-

dependent samples t-test suggests for both fully and semi automatic that

the statement is correct. The results are summarised in Table 7.1, the three

values for the t-tests being for each spray round, as shown in Figure 7.3.

Table 7.1: A summary of the independent sample t-test results comparing both Fully
and Semi Automatic modes to the Manual Mode. This shows that the in-
crease in accuracy shown in Figure 7.7 are clearly statistically significant.

Round mode t(18) p-value

0 Semi 2.78 0.0086

1 Semi 2.69 0.0110

2 Semi 4.75 3.62e−5

0 Auto 2.51 0.016

1 Auto 2.61 0.013

2 Auto 5.08 1.34e−5

7.4 conclusion

In this chapter the algorithm detailed in Chapter 6 was used in a user trial to

investigate whether the reduced degrees of freedom paradigm is acceptable to

users, as well as investigating the nature of the tactical and operational plans.

It was found that there is a large advantage in moving the operational plan

to be controlled by the robot, which has fast response times and analytical

access to the state of the task. However it was also found that there is a

mix of responses to the assistance that helps move the spray nozzle from

the participants. A sub-set of participants reported conflict with the system

and rated the system poorly for task load. This seems to be due to the fact

that the tactical plan is split between the user and the robot in this case.

Users reported that "the robot ruined my plan for the task" (paraphrase),

this is very similar to what was reported by Gregg-Smith and Mayol-Cuevas

(2015). This conflict seems to be due to users not having a firm grasp of how

the assistance algorithm is attempting to help them. This idea is called a
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Figure 7.7: The Mean Squared Error (MSE) per pixel in the bounding box surround-
ing the target patch. It can be seen that the manual attempts are much
more error prone, also the user variation is large with the manual mode,
and small with the automatic modes. Variation between rounds is also
small in the automatic modes. Some outliers in the manual categories
are omitted, at around 2e-5ml/pixel.
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(a) Typical result of manual
spraying

(b) Typical result of semi
auto spraying

(c) Typical result of auto
spraying

Figure 7.8: A typical example of the 3 modes used on a given target. Green sections
are well painted, blue is in need of paint, and red areas are over painted.
It can be seen that in manual mode there is significant over spraying.

mental model of the shared control. This conflict partially motivated the work

presented in Zolotas, Elsdon and Demiris (2018), where a user study was

constructed to measure if AR visualisations could aid in the forming of a

shared model.

Within the context of this thesis, this result also motivates Chapter 8,

where a locally capable hand held robot is used to more decisively allocate the

tactical plan to either the user or the robot. Due to the fact that user’s and the

robot’s control of the nozzle in a reduced degree of freedom are entangled and

cannot be fully separated, such a decisive allocation of the tactical plan is not

possible without disabling the user’s or the robot’s control of the position of

the spray nozzle entirely (as was the case with the semi-auto mode in this

chapter).



8
L O C A L LY C A PA B L E H A N D - H E L D R O B O T S

8.1 introduction

This Chapter will concern the concept of locally capable hand-held robots,

these are hand-held robots that can complete the task independently as long

as they are in the vicinity of the task. They can decouple user motion of the

handle of the robot from the end effector of the robot in all the degrees of

freedom that are relevant to the task.

In Chapters 6 and 7 the complementary category, reduced degree of freedom

hand held robots, were investigated. One of the key lessons learned from

that series of work is that there is a sub-set of people that are likely to con-

flict with the robot’s assistance. This conflict is hypothesised to be at the

tactical layer of planning. Unfortunately a reduced degree of freedom hand-held

robot cannot take full control of the tactical layer of planning. To do so would

require a robot specified path to be implemented, and the user would have

to comply adequately to allow the end effector to track the prescribed tra-

jectory. As was discovered in Chapter 5, the user’s ability to track a specified

trajectory is limited.

A locally capable hand-held robot allows the user’s motion to be decoupled

from end effector motion, allowing a trajectory to be tracked that was spe-

cified by the robot. The user is only required to comply by moving the robot

in such a way that the robot can continue to reach the current planned tra-

jectory.

Thus with a locally capable robot the tactical plan can be allocated fully to

the human or fully to the robot. Further the operational level of the plan can

also be almost entirely allocated to the robot, as motion of the end effector

can be decoupled from the user, and the trigger for the end effector can also

be robot controlled. Thus the skill requirement in finely controlled motion

and timing that is required for the operational level of control can be removed.

The fidelity of visualisations shown to the user will also be investigated.

Both high fidelity and lower fidelity visualisations will be used in the user

study presented in Section 8.4.

More information to the user could seem like it is a universal good, though

overwhelming the user with information is certainly possible. It was shown

119
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that having visualisations present reduced performance in a shared control

wheelchair study, Zolotas, Elsdon and Demiris (2018). Therefore it is pos-

sible that a system that provides the minimum necessary information could

perform better than one with more information.

This Chapter demonstrates that a shared task with a locally capable robot

is possible with lower fidelity visualisations, though the participants did

perform better when the full state of the task is shown to them. Importantly,

when the full state is available to the user, the agent that constructs the

tactical plan is not important. Though in the case where detail of the task is

restricted, there are significant performance gains to allowing the robot to

automate the tactical plan.

8.2 strategy and tactical planning and who controls it

As discussed in reference to the work presented by Michon (1985) in Sec-

tion 2.2, there are multiple levels at which an agent plans a task. Their tax-

onomy highlighted three modes of planning: strategic, tactical and operational.

In the context of our drawing task, strategic planning is the planning of the

set of lines to be drawn. This strategy could be the well ordered zigzags typ-

ical in automotive painting robots, or a pre-designed piece of vector art, as

it will be in this work.

The tactical planning in the drawing task is the selection of which stroke

from the strategic plan to execute next. Finally the operational plan is the low

level tracking of the selected path and initiating the drawing output at the

appropriate time.

All of these modes of planning and action could be primarily solved by

either a robot or a user in a shared control system. Choosing which element

of planning and action should by handled primarily by the robot or the user

is not always straightforward. For this work the strategic plan was made

manually, and is provided as an input as an SVG vector file. The operational

plan will be made by the robot, as its end effector will track the currently

targeted line. The ownership of the tactical plan is a factor that will be tested

in this work; both the user and the robot have the opportunity to make the

tactical plan during the trial presented in Section 8.4.

8.2.1 Path Selection Framework

There will be two path selection algorithms, one that prioritises the users in-

put (Section 8.2.3), allowing the user to form the tactical plan, and one where
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the priority is to follow the robot’s tactical plan (Section 8.2.4). Both of these

algorithms use the same underlying framework, which will be presented in

this section.

The input to this module is the strategic plan, which in this case is the set

of all vector lines that are to be drawn, as well as the current location of the

end effector, and depending on which agent has control of the tactical plan,

various bias locations are also provided.

The set of vector lines are loaded into an octree Meagher (1980), which is

a data structure that is constructed to represent a three dimensional space.

It is formed as a tree structure, where each node represents an axis aligned

bounding cube. Each node can be one of two types: an octant node or a

leaf node. An octant node is an internal node of the tree which points to 8

children nodes. These represent the sub-division of the bounding cube into 8

smaller cubes that have an edge length half that of their parent. A leaf node

is one that has no children, and can contain the data that is to be stored. In

the case of this work, the leaf nodes store the end point of a vector line and

a pointer to further information about the vector line. This architecture is

shown in the diagram in Figure 8.1. The benefit of an octree is that it makes

the retrieval of a particular point very efficient, in the order of O(log(n)).

This approach only stores the end points of the vector lines, thus the

method presented can only allow the robot to start a line at either one of

the ends, and not in the middle of the vector line. When the system selects a

line to follow it is removed from the octree. If the line needs to be terminated

in an incomplete state, for example if the user moves the robot out of reach

of the current line, the end points are recalculated and then are re-entered

into the octree. This is detailed in Algorithm 6.

In order to minimise the memory footprint of the octree structure it is

constructed in a dynamic manner, when nodes are added or removed the

tree structure is either expanded or culled to ensure that there are no empty

leaf nodes, or underutilised octant nodes.

The octree structure also makes it efficient to find the N nearest neigh-

bours to a given target point. This makes it a natural answer to the issue

of finding the nearest vector from the current end effector position. This ap-

proach forms the basis of how the tactical planning is changed from the user

to the robot. Therefore a brief summary of the generic solution will be shown

here, such that the augmentations to this technique made in later sections

are clear.
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Algorithm 6: An algorithm showing how the process of selection lines
progresses. If a selected line is completed or falls out of the reachable
area a new one is selected. Lines that are left incomplete are added back
to the octree to be selected later. If a newly selected line is too far away
from the current end effector location, a new trajectory is generated that
travels to the selected line’s location.
while !ocrtree.empty() do

if !line.complete() AND line.reachable() then

line.stepAlong();
else

if !line.reachable() then

octree.store(line);
else

if octree.getClosest().distance > ǫ then

line = travelLine(octree.getClosest());
else

line = octree.getClosest();

return;

Line Info

ID INFO

0

1

2

3

4

....

....

....

....

....

.....

Root Node

Figure 8.1: A diagram of the octree structure used for storing and looking up line
segments. The end points of all of the vector lines are stored in an octree
structure along with a pointer to a list of line segments, that contains
the full information about the line, such as its completion status the line
type (line, spline, circle etc).
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8.2.2 Octree Nearest Neighbour Search

The method is described by Samet (2008) in comparison to other methods.

However though this implementation is considered one of the classical meth-

ods of solving the K-nearest neightbors problem within an octree. Samet

refers to it as the best first method.

If the root node is a leaf node then the point contained within is returned

and the method can exit. If it is a octant node it is entered into a priority

queue, this serves as an initialisation of the iterative process to follow. A

priority queue is a data structure that will allow access to the element with

the lowest key value, which in this case is distance to the target point, in

order O(1).

Then the front node from the priority queue is recovered. If the node is

a leaf node the data contained within is added to the results list. If it is an

octant node, then each of its children is added back into the priority queue.

For each of the children, if it is a root node the distance key is simply the

distance between the target and the contained point, if it is an octant node

then the closest possible point is taken. The closest possible point would be

the target point itself if the target is contained within the bounding box of

the node in question, else the closest possible point will lay on either the

faces, edges, or corners of the bounding box.

The process of recovering nodes from the list, adding data points to the

results list, and adding children back into the priority queue continues till

the return list is of length N. This method is summarised in Algorithm 7.

8.2.3 A Method Where the User Generates the Tactical Plan

In this case the tactical plan is left mostly to the user, they are deciding

which part of the task to tackle next. The line that is close to the centre of

the reachable area and close to the current end effector is selected, whilst

prioritising lines that are inside the reachable area.

In order to pick the next vector line, the algorithm described in Section 8.2.2

is employed using the current end effector location as the target, which re-

trieves an ordered list of the N closest vector start/end points. However

two modifications are made. Firstly, rather than a simple euclidean distance

between the target location and the node (as defined by the getDistance func-

tion in Algorithm 7), a weighted sum of euclidean distances is used instead.

These two distances are: the distance between the current end effector loca-
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Algorithm 7: The priority queue stores a node object, retrievable in or-
der of the smallest associated distance. distance(point1, point2) returns
the euclidean distance between points. minDist(point,bounds) returns
the smallest euclidean distance between the point and any location in
the bounding box.
Data: Octree filled with data points, target point
Result: An ordered list of N-nearest neighbours
if root node is leaf then

returnList.push(node.data);
return returnList;

else

priorityQueue.queue(closestDist(target,node),node);

while !priorityQueue.empty() && returnList.length < N do

node = priorityQueue.get();
if node.isLeaf then

returnList.push(node.data);
else

for child = node.getChild do

dist = getDistance(target,child);
priorityQueue.queue(dist,child);

return returnList;
Function getDistance(target, node):

if node.isLeaf then
d = distance(target,node.data)

else
d = minDist(target,node.bounds)

return d
End Function

.
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tion (E) and the node; and the distance between the centre of the reachable

area (C) and the node.

dist = (1− f)× getDistance(E,node)

+f× getDistance(C,node)
(8.1)

This weighted sum has the effect of changing the behaviour from just

tackling the nearest vector next, to biasing the selection towards a vector

line that is closer to the centre of the accessible area. This helps the user

keep the end effector centred in the reachable area, as well as giving the user

more influence over which line will be tackled next. Changing the weighting

factor (f) changes how strictly the robot attempts to stay near the middle of

the reachable area versus picking the vector line that is the nearest to where

the end effector is. This allows a trade off between the user’s ability to be

selective of the next line and routing efficiency.

Next, a new list is formed by selecting all the vector line end points that fall

within the reachable area of the robot. The lists are then compared, and the

closest line that is also reachable is selected. If there are no lines to complete

within the reachable area the closest point from the first list is selected.

The filtering based on accessible area causes the robot to attend to all

the lines that fall within the reachable area before selecting a line that falls

outside of the reachable area. This helps the user to have control over with

areas are finished first, even if lines outside the reachable area are in fact

closer by the above previously defined distance metric.

8.2.4 A Method Where the Robot Generates the Tactical Plan

Due to the nature of a handheld robot, some actuation must always be com-

pleted by the user. However the user’s role can be limited by having the

robot calculate the tactical plan. The operational plan would still need to be a

collaboration in this case due to the limited range of the robots end effector.

This tactical planning method is similar to the algorithm in Section 8.2.3.

The primary difference is that a set of points fixed in the work space are

used as biasing points rather than the centre of the reachable area. In this

case a set of w points (Wi) are located in a line at the right hand extreme

of the work space. Further, the filtering based on accessible area is removed,

such that the robot considers the whole task and is not limited to completing

reachable areas first.
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Figure 8.2: This diagram shows how the distance metric is calculated for the user
position based behaviour. E indicates the current location of the end
effector, C indicates the centre of the accessible area. The green circles
represent leaf node data points, distance to these are calculated directly.
The red circles indicate the closest possible point when considering the
distance to an octant node. This method uses the weighted sum of the
distance between a prospective start/end point, and the centre of the
accessible area and the current end effector location. The fine dashed red
and green lines here represent two independent calculations for P2 and
P1 respectively. The sparse dashed red lines indicate to which octant the
red points belong. In this example the point P1 would likely be chosen.
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These changes have the effect of making the robot have a tactical plan

that consists of starting on the right hand side and completing all the vector

lines while moving leftward. Again, the relative weighting can be changed

to bias the robot to augment its behaviour. Having a large weight on the

fixed points on the right hand side will case the robot to be very strict about

moving from right to left, perhaps making many wasteful movements to

comply. The opposite weighting will make the robot less strict about moving

from right to left, and instead complete local vector lines to a greater extent,

even if they are completed somewhat out of order, thus being less wasteful

in traversing between lines.

This right to left behaviour is one example of a simple robot driven beha-

viour. Using the method presented here a number of other behaviours could

be designed. For example, if a ring of bias points are set around a design in

a circle, the robot will have a tactical plan of starting from the outer parts of

the design and working inwards.
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Figure 8.3: This diagram is similar to Figure 8.2, though is demonstrating how the
robot driven right-to-left behaviour is generated. The points W1 to W7

indicate points that are fixed in the work space. You should note that
this calculation does not use the centre point of the work space, C, and
therefore has a behaviour that primarily approaches the selection in a
global manner. The exception being that the calculation does include
the distance to the current end effector location (E), this is such that if
lines are very close the algorithm will select them. The user will have
very little control over which line will be selected next in this case. In
this example point P2 is likely to be chosen, though it depends on the
relative weights in the weighted sum.
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dist = (1− f)× getDistance(E,node)

+
f

w
×

w
∑

i=0

getDistance(Wi,node)
(8.2)

8.3 visualising the task using augmented reality

A hand-held robotic system is inherently a shared control system, there-

fore there should to be some exchange of information between the user and

the robot. Information from the user to the robot is achieved via measure-

ment of where they are moving the base of the robot, and is implicit in the

tactical plan algorithms seen in Section 8.2.3 and Section 8.2.4. Information

flow from the robot to the user consists of a mix of robotic gesturing and

augmented reality feedback. The gesturing happens implicitly due to the

movements generated by the methods seen in Section 8.2.3 and Section 8.2.4.

For example the user will know which direction the robot intends to cover

next, as the end effector will move towards that area. However if the user is

to make tactical decisions they must be aware of the strategic plan. Further,

being aware of the strategic plan may help the user comply with the robots

tactical plan when the robot is in control of that level of planning as in Sec-

tion 8.2.4.The user could anticipate the types of movement that the robot will

attempt next, perhaps allowing a better collaboration. Such a situation could

be seen as the user generating a mental model of the robots intentions.

In order to communicate the strategic plan an AR (Augmented Reality)

headset is used, specifically the Microsoft Hololens. Due to the fact that the

robot will always apply heavy assistance at the operational level, it is not ob-

vious that the user will need to see the low level detail of the task, perhaps

a very simple visualisation would be sufficient for an effective collaboration

between the user and the robot. This was one of the conclusions of Gregg-

Smith and Mayol-Cuevas (2016b), they suggested that as long as the visual-

isation is adequate to get the robot in the correct vicinity, the quality of the

visualisation may not be imperative.

To test this two visualisation styles have been developed. The first is a

dense visualisation of the paths to be completed, and the other is a sparse

representation consisting of a heatmap of where remaining paths are located.

In order to facilitate depth perception and better alignment of the handheld

robot with the drawing plane a secondary visualisation has been developed

that will be applied in both cases.
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8.3.1 Dense Vector Line Visualisation

This visualisation is simply the rendering of the lines that should be com-

pleted. Lines that still need to be drawn are rendered in red, and those that

are completed are rendered in green. This is maintained by a stream of mes-

sages sent by the hand-held robot that contains the following information:

line ID, start-completion, end-completion and a completed flag. The start

and end-completion represent a parameterised progress along the line from

the given end. For a straight line this is given as:

Psc = Pstart + s(Pend −Pstart) (8.3)

Pec = Pend − e(Pstart −Pend) (8.4)

Where Psc is the current progress from the start, and Pec is the current pro-

gress from the end. Pstart and Pend are the original start and end points of the

line. s is the start-completion parametrisation, and e is the end-completion

parametrisation. There is a similar parametrisation for both cubic Bezier lines

and circles, though for brevity they are not included, though the principle is

the same.

8.3.2 Sparse Heatmap Visualisation

The intention with the sparse heatmap visualisation is to remove the low

level information of the task from the user. Due to the nature of the assistance

discussed in Section 8.2.3 and Section 8.2.4, detailed actuation of the end

effector is handled by the robot in both cases, and the user only needs to

make sure lines to be drawn are reachable, and in the case where they are

primarily in control they must know where uncompleted elements of the

task are. Hence in this section a minimal visualisation that only provides

as much information as is necessary is presented. An example of such a

heatmap is shown in Figure 8.5.

A heatmap is generated that represents the density of lines available at

that location. To accelerate the generation of the heatmap, the octree struc-

ture that is described in Section 8.2.3 is utilised. The N-nearest neighbours

method, as described in Section 8.2.2 is used without any additional biasing

points. The centre of each pixel of the heatmap is used as a search point,

with a maximum search distance set to a multiple of the radius of the access-

ible area of the hand-held robot. This is necessary as the nearest neighbour
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Figure 8.4: This shows the Vector Line (VL) visualisation, the upper image is a close
up of a letter being drawn (robot omitted for clarity). The lower image
is a view of the whole task with the letters "o" and "p" completed by the
user. When viewing first hand through the Hololens, the lines appear
more prominent than depicted.
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can only return the end points of the lines, though the line could have some

of its length within the pixel area, even if it starts and ends significantly

outside the pixel area. All of the lines in the vicinity of the pixel are then

stepped along, and the total length inside the pixel area is accumulated.

This stepping approach is used such that all kinds of lines can be used. If

only straight lines and circles were used, a closed form solution could be

found, and would be significantly quicker.

The pixel size is chosen to be similar to the size of the accessible area of

the end effector. Excessive resolution in the heatmap would provide the user

with a similar density of information as the vector approach given in Sec-

tion 8.3.1, and thus would not be informative for this study. Resolution too

much lower than the accessible area could mislead the user, as the underly-

ing lines to be drawn could be outside the accessible area of the robot, even

if the user had aligned the robot with the pixel in question.

Figure 8.5: This is the heatmap that would be floating in the location of the drawing
task when using the heatmap visualisation. The colours indicated the
current line density at the location, red being more dense. However the
colour does not impart much information as the tasks in the trial were
very uniform in their line density.

8.3.3 Secondary Visualisation: Reachable Area, Orientation and Depth Perception

Preliminary experimentation exposed that users found the geometry of the

robot confusing. They found it hard to judge where the middle of the ac-

cessible area was, further the size and shape of this area is unlikely to be

obvious to a new user of the robot. A further problem is that despite the fact

that the Hololens is a binocular system, perceiving depth can be challenging

for some users. This is especially true when the visualisation is free of tex-

tured geometry and covers the whole field of view, which is often the case

when using the heatmap visualisation discussed in Section 8.3.2.

A visualisation was developed to help solve these issues, this is shown in

Figure 8.6, refer to the caption for details of the sub elements.
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Figure 8.6: This figure shows the secondary visualisation, which is displayed in all
of the trials. It is designed to aid the users depth perception, and percep-
tion of the reachable area of the robot.The larger translucent blue circle
represents the reachable area of the robot. The red/green circle repres-
ents the intersection of the reachable area with the work plane, on which
all the lines are to be drawn. The blue circle indicates the largest possible
intersection of the reachable area. If the intersecting circle is close to the
blue circle it is displayed as more green, if the robot is too close, far or
angled in respect to the work plane, the circle is more red.
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The intersection circle allows the user to know the degree to which the

robot can reach the task plane. Therefore it is in the users interest to make

this circle large and green, if they want the robot to have maximum freedom

in assisting them with the task.

An additional small transparent sphere at the centre of the larger sphere

helps the user gauge where the middle of the accessible area is. This is

important if the user wants to take advantage of the bias of the user position

based method, that prioritises lines near the centre of the accessible area.

The small cross shaped visualisation that represents the current location of

the end effector is necessary because the actual end effector can be difficult

to see through the visualisations. Both the tactical planning algorithms de-

scribed in Sections 8.2.3 and 8.2.4 take the current location of the end effector

as an input, and therefore for the user to make best use of these methods

they should be aware of where the end effector is.

This secondary visualisation can be used to maximise the ability of the

robot to assist. If the cross shaped visualisation is inside the smaller sphere,

and the intersection circle is green and aligned with the static blue circle,

then the robot has the maximum reach on the work space. The user can

simply maintain this condition and the task will be completed using either

tactical planners.

8.4 experimentation

The aim of the experiment is to come to an answer to two questions:

• Should the tactical plan be made by the user or the robot?

• Does the user benefit from having full knowledge of the state of the

task?

8.4.1 Experimental Design

Given that there are two factors that are to be tested, visualisation type and

tactical planning type, there are four possible combinations of factors. Con-

trol of the tactical planning will be assigned to the user and the robot, this

is to investigate which is most accepted by the user, and if there is any per-

formance advantages to either allocation.

The visualisations chosen were described in previous sections, the vector

line visualisation is designed to give the user full information of the state

of the task. The heatmap visualisation is designed to give minimal inform-
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ation. These choices were made to see if performance was the same when

using reduced detail visualisations, as was hypothesised by Gregg-Smith

and Mayol-Cuevas (2016a).

The research questions are investigated with a cross over design trial with

8 arms to investigate system characteristics. Each user performs a drawing

task with the robot with each of these four modes. To minimise the amount

of change between trials, only one factor will be changed between trails.

This means that there are 8 possible orders in which the experiments can

take place, the particular order is assigned to the participants at the start of

the trial.

The drawing task for each experiment is different, so that the user is dis-

couraged from simply remembering the previous task and emulating it. Re-

membering the task would render reduction of information supplied to the

user in the heatmap visualisation less effective as a test. All of the tasks are

simply two word phrases, the order in which each phrase is presented is

the same to each user. This means that the phrase-mode pairings are also

balanced across the study. Latin words were chosen as the shapes of each

letter would be familiar to participants, whilst the whole word is unlikely to

have any particular valance with the user, whilst remaining pronounceable.

Shape familiarity and pronounceable words are aimed to help the user re-

member the task, perhaps reducing the effect of the limited field of view on

the Hololens headset. All the two word phrases have the same number of

characters, and are spread over two lines, aligned on the left. The phrases

are:

• Atropa Belladonna

• Abrus Precatorius

• Nicotiana Tabacum

• Argemone Mexicana

8.4.1.1 Experimental Flow

At the start of the experiment some limited personal information was col-

lected from each user, such as age and sex, and their informed consent was

obtained regarding the purpose of the experiment and the handling of the

data.

The different modes were briefly described to the user in written format

before the beginning of the testing. Before each round the participants are
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told the details of the next trial, this is delivered automatically over the speak-

ers of the Hololens in an attempt to reduce the variation in the perception

of each mode that might be induced by manually describing this to the par-

ticipant.

After each round the participants were asked to fill in a full NASA TLX

survey Hart and Staveland (1988), this was using an application loaded on

a touch screen tablet. At the very end of the experiment a general survey of

their experience was recorded. This included rating from 1-5 their percep-

tion of understanding, control and efficiency of both assistance methods. The

visualisations were rated on the measures: understanding, whether there was

adequate detail and comfort. They were also asked for their preferred combin-

ation of modes.

The author also performed three sets of trials to provide a base line, as

they are highly familiar with the robot and the task. This will provide an

estimate of the fastest achievable completion time.

8.4.2 Results

The experiment consisted of 16 participants of which 15 were male, and

1 was female. The participants were drawn from those in and around the

Personal Robotics Lab at Imperial College London. They had a an age range

of 19 to 32 with an average age of 26.6 years. Most participants had had

some experience with similar experiments and with augmented reality more

generally, though none of the participants had had experience of the 5 axis

version of the robot, or this particular task.

8.4.2.1 Finish Time

The time it took participants to complete each mode is summarised in Table 8.1

and Figure 8.7. Due to the drawing speed being fixed, there is a lower limit

that is placed on finish time. This value averages as 151.7 seconds across the

different task texts. The author also completed the trials as a comparison,

they are experienced with the robot and the visualisations. The experienced

user could finish in an average of 189.2s with very little variation across

different modes. This proves that good performance can be achieved in all

modes, and that the information provided to the user is adequate in all cases.

The users performed similarly in both the modes that used Vector lines as

the visualisation method, which indicates that when provided with detailed

information, the tactical planning mode is not important. However in the

case where the user is presented with a heatmap, there is a large advantage
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Table 8.1: A table showing the mean and standard deviation for both an expert
and user trials accross the 4 tested modes, HM = Heatmap and VL =
Vector Line are the visualisation modes, RC = Robot Control, UC = User
Control are the tactical planning modes.. The expert, the author of this
work, repeated the set of experiments 3 times, with all trials on one design,
Atrop Belladonna. This represents the fastest time a user is likely to get with
the different modes. It can be seen that there is little difference between
the modes for the expert. For the participants, there is a much larger
range of performances. This can be seen graphically in Figure 8.7. The
last column shows the number of participants that chose that mode as
their preferred one overall.

mode + vis
Expert N = 3 Participants N = 16

mean (s) σ (s) mean (s) σ (s) User Preference

HM + RC 189.2 2.45 348.0 159.6 2

VL + RC 185.9 0.74 262.9 97.9 8

HM + UC 194.2 4.76 452.6 248.6 1

VL + UC 187.4 5.10 274.5 77.82 5

to having the robot control the tactical plan. The mean completion time falls

from 452.6s using the user control method to 348.0s with the robot control

method (p = 0.018, Wilcoxon signed rank test).

The difference when changing between the heatmap visualisation and the

vector line visualisation is large regardless of the control mode. The mean

completion time was reduced by 85s when the robot was in control, and

178.1s when in user control mode, when switching to the vector line visual-

isations. This suggests that higher fidelity visualisations have a large positive

effect performance of the user.

Some users could perform well even when not shown the detail of the

task. This seems to be due to the some users leveraging the secondary visu-

alisation to allow the robot to guide them to the nearest line. They did this

at times even when they had primary control of the tactical plan. This can

be seen as the user voluntarily giving the robot tactical control once they

have moved to their preferred region of the task. This is a tactic that all of

the better participants reported doing, when using the heatmap and user

control.

All of the extreme outliers were due to either a misunderstanding of the

visualisations, or a conflict in the tactical plan (based on observation and par-

ticipant reports). For the heatmap modes, this was usually the users not fully

understanding that they can use the secondary visualisation to infer where

the nearest line is. In the robot control modes the outliers were primarily due

to the users misunderstanding the "right to left" behaviour, believing that it
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was a local behaviour rather than a global one. This highlights the fact that

a mismatch in shared understanding negatively effects performance.

8.4.2.2 Task Load

Task load as measured by the NASA TLX survey can be seen as a box plot

in Figure 8.8 and each factor can be seen separately in Figure 8.9. You can

see that the magnitude of task load for the different modes across all users

is in the same order as the finish times, VL+RC, VL+UC, HM+RC, HM +

UC from best to worst. It seems that the longer the trial, the more physically

tired users became due to the mass of the robot. This can be seen in the

ratings of physical and effort in Figure 8.9. This was also reported by users at

the end of the trial. The mix of task load factors across the different trials is

broadly similar, with a notable difference is that users rated both Vector Line

(VL) trials as less frustrating, and considered their performance to be less of

a source of task load. This aligns with the users comments that they found

the Vector Line (VL) visualisation much more comfortable, as can be seen

in Table 8.2. It was found that the task load was significantly lower when

using the vector line visualisation (p = 0.0048 for user control, p = 0.016

for robot control). There is no significant difference in total task load score

between tactical planning methods (p = 0.49 for heatmap, p = 0.44 for vector

line). This is confirmed by the survey responses shown in Table 8.3, as the

responses to Understand and Efficient are similar. The users did report feeling

less in Control, though this is the intended effect of moving the tactical plan

from the user to the robot.

Table 8.2: Table showing the user ratings of the different visualisation methods. The
ratings were 1 to 5 inclusive, with higher being more positive. You can see
that the Vector Line (VL) visualisation is by far the preferred visualisation
across all of the questions asked. This is to be expected, as the heatmap
was designed to provide minimal information.

Visualisation Property
Vector Line Heatmap

mean σ mean σ

Understand 4.94 0.25 3.31 1.20

Detailed 4.69 0.60 2.75 1.06

Comfortable 4.88 0.34 2.63 0.96

8.4.2.3 Experimental Flaws

There were a small number of experimental flaws that may have effected the

results.
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Table 8.3: Table showing the user ratings of the different control methods. The rat-
ings were 1 to 5 inclusive, with higher being more positive. You can see
that the Robot Controlled (RC) method is preferred by a small margin,
with the exception that users felt less in control, which is understandable
due to the deliberate removal of agency from the user in this mode.

Control Property
Robot Control (RC) User Control (UC)

mean σ mean σ

Understand 4.06 0.68 3.81 1.11

In control 3.00 0.89 3.81 0.91

Efficient 4.13 0.72 3.94 1.00

• Using words as the target drawing encourage particular behaviour,

such as completing a whole word before starting another. This caused

some conflict when the robot was controlling the tactical plan.

• The narrow viewing angle of the Hololens caused users to miss areas,

even though they were attempting to comply with the robot tactical

plan.

• The weight of the robot is likely too much for trials that can take up to

1 hour. Most users complained about this, and this can be seen in the

NASA TLX results in Section 8.4.2.2. This may have made other factors

be underestimated.

8.5 conclusion

In this chapter the allocation of the tactical plan to either the user or the

hand-held robot is investigated. The fidelity of visualisations that act as a

communication between the robotic system and the user are also analysed.

A user study was conducted to investigate whether the robot or the human

should be in control of the tactical level plan. It was found that this depends

on whether the user has access to high quality task state information. When

detailed information was delivered over the AR headset the agent that makes

the tactical plan does not matter. However if the system limits the quality

of information delivered to the user then there is a significant benefit of

allowing the robot to take a larger role in the tactical planning.

This has implications for the idea presented in Gregg-Smith and Mayol-

Cuevas (2016b), that visualisations could be of low quality when using a

collaborative robot, under the condition that they were sufficient to allow

the user to position the robot in the vicinity of the task element.
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This is shown to be circumstantial for this task. When the robot was in

control of the tactical plan this was indeed the case for a subset of users,

however performance of the users was increased by having access to the

higher fidelity visualisations. This work can modify the previous conclusion:

low quality visualisations are sufficient for users to complete a task with

a collaborative handheld robot, though they are not necessarily optimal, or

comfortable for the user.

The weight of the robot was a large factor and dominated the responses to

the NASA TLX survey. Therefore hand-held robot designers should consider

minimising weight of the robot as a primary design objective. The primary

change in sources of task load were that of frustration and performance, be-

ing reduced when the user had access to the underlying vector visualisation.

It was also shown that with adequate experience all of the tested modes

perform equally in terms of completion time, both from the author experi-

ments setting his own benchmarks, as well as a subset of the participants

performing close to these benchmarks in three out of four of the modes.

Future work on this topic could investigate the effect on users of vary-

ing the relative wights in the tactical planning algorithms, denoted by f in

Equations 8.2 and 8.1. These factors vary how aggressively the tactical plan

is enforce, in this case "right to left" or "where the user is pointing". In this

work these weights were chosen by the author subjectively, attempting to

maximise the apparent smoothness of operation whilst enforcing the tactical

plan.
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Figure 8.7: A boxplot showing the finish times of users for each of the different
modes. It can be seen that the Vector Line (VL) visualisation performs
the best out of the visualisations, and that the robot control (RC) also aids
performance slightly. Though it should be noted that only user control
with the heatmap (HM + UC) limited the performance of the fastest
participants . For very experienced users there is almost no performance
penalty, even for that mode expert values are displayed by the X points
in this graph.
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Figure 8.8: A boxplot of the total NASA TLX score given by the users for each
of the different modes. HM = Heatmap and VL = Vector Line are the
visualisation modes, RC = Robot Control, UC = User Control are the
tactical planning modes. It can be seen that there is large disagreement
between the users in how much task load is present in this experiment,
as all modes have responses accross most of the scale. However it can be
seen that there is a indication that the vector line visualisation and robot
control of the tactical plan lowers the task load.
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Figure 8.9: This is a bar chart showing the individual factors of the NASA TLX
survey for each of the four combinations of modes. It can be seen that
there is no large change in the composition of the sources of task load.
Physical and effort dominates in all trails primarily due to the weight of
the robot being taxing for most participants, further most reported that
this physical load was a proxy for their perceived completion time, as
they became tired in the longer experiments due to the weight. The most
notable difference is that the frustration was much lower in the vector
line modes. The error bars are the standard error of the mean (SEM).
These are the unweighted NASA TLX factors.
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C O N C L U S I O N S A N D A N A LY S I S

In this work two categories of hand-held robots were investigated, namely

locally capable and reduced degree of freedom hand-held robots. Robotic hard-

ware and software systems were developed for both, as well as user studies

dedicated to parsing out some of the properties of these categories. It was

found that:

Reduced degree of freedom hand-held robots

• These are robots that have fewer degrees of freedom than is required

to fully correct human movements when applied to a particular task.

• These robots can be constructed to be significantly lighter than their

more complex locally capable counterparts. The single axis robot used

was only 443g compared to the five axis robot weighing 1407g. Whilst

this is dependent on construction methods used and other specifica-

tions of the robot, in general the requirements of a reduced degree of free-

dom robot are less than their counterparts, and should be considered

easier to produce in a light weight manner.

• Due to the fact that they cannot track arbitrary trajectories with the

end effector without precise adherence to a plan by the user, it is not

feasible for the robot to generate the tactical plan. The robot must follow

the lead of the user to achieve a joint objective.

• In the case where a reduced degree of freedom robot is required to track

a specific trajectory, the designer should expect errors in the range of

65mm linearly and 10 degrees in rotation for the directions that cannot

be actuated by the robot. This applies when the trajectories are “body

scale” movements.

• Similarly the inability to track trajectories independently means that

the operational plan must be shared. This produces opportunity for con-

flict between the user and the robot. If there is conflict at the operational

level then it is likely to spoil a user’s tactical plan also.
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Locally capable hand-held robots

• These are robots that have as many or more degrees of freedom than

the task requires. The robot can completely decouple user motion from

the end effector, if the desired location of the end effector remains

within the reachable area. This allows them to track trajectories with

some degree of independence from the user.

• If the system is to have the tactical plan decided by the robot, in most

cases the robot should be locally capable. It is also possible to have the

user decide the tactical plan with locally capable robots.

• When a user is supplied with high quality information about the state

of the task it is not important which agent controls the tactical plan.

However when only sparse information is supplied it is beneficial to

users for the robot to form the tactical plan.

• In a task that is expecting users to move the robot at roughly the body

scale, a locally capable robot should have the ability to decouple at least

65mm linearly and 10 degrees in rotation. A robot with ±70mm range

of motion linearly and ±40 degrees in rotation was tested and users

could complete tracking tasks successfully.

9.1 limitations

This work presents a series of novel experiments with a number of handheld

robots, investigating the interplay of AR, shared control and agency, and

hardware design. As with all novel research, there are limitations with the

work presented, highlighted below:

• Weight: The robots designed all targeted the single handed grip form

factor. This was because this is a form factor that is natural to most who

have used a power drill or a hot glue gun, and allows used the dexterity

associated with the wrist. This is in contrast to the two handed form

factor of the robots of Gregg-Smith (2016) , that are held in a manner

similar to a leaf-blower.

However due to the limitations of manufacturing facilities and time for

design iteration, the robots were heavier than necessary.

Especially in the case of the five axis robot used in Chapter 8, robot

weight was unanimously indicated to the experimenter as a source of

task load after the trial. This was the case even for participants that
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were outwardly strong individuals. This factor meant that the subject-

ive measure of task load (NASA TLX) is likely to have a reduced dy-

namic range in other task factors. Some users expressed that all other

factors were not significant in their experience of task load, and that

would bring into question their ability to carefully rate other factors,

such as frustration, mental load etc.

• Direct comparison between reduced degree of freedom and locally cap-

able robots: Not comparing reduced degree of freedom and locally capable

robots directly was a deliberate design decision within the research. It

is expected that the choice to implement one paradigm over the other

will not be based on performance, but rather cost, weight or size. As

the locally capable robots could emulate a reduced degree of freedom ro-

bot by inhibiting some axis of actuation if necessary. It was decided

that more information could be gained studying other factors, such as

which agent should own the tactical plan, or the effect of visualisation

fidelity on collaboration between the user and the robot. These altern-

ative investigations might help future designers of either category of

robot. However a future designer may have need for a measure of the

performance lost, if any, in moving to a reduced degree of freedom robot,

such that they can see if it is an acceptable loss for their application.

However it is likely that this is strongly dependent on the task at hand.

• Inconsistency between tasks: The task that the user is attempting to

solve changes with each experiment. The first experiment was a real-

world paint spraying experiment presented in Section 6.3.2, followed

by a simulated spray painting exercise in Section 7.3 and finally a sim-

ulated drawing task in Section 8.4.

The transition from real-world painting to simulated painting was made

for three reasons. Firstly, painting was time consuming and unreliable.

The inkjet described in Appendix A and the airbrush nozzle used in

Section 6.3.2 had a tendency to require a careful cleaning routine to

maintain performance, neglecting this would change the paint distribu-

tion enough that assumptions made in the planning algorithms would

be incorrect. Secondly, the convenience of simulated paint is that the

final distribution can be analysed much more easily. Finally, when per-

forming user studies, as conducted in Section 5.2, 7.3 and 8.4, it is

useful to ensure that the participants are not risking getting paint or

other liquids on them or their clothes. After all these considerations it

made sense to remove the physical spraying element from the work.
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The transition from tasks that emulate spray painting to one that was

tracking 3D trajectories was made for a different reason. Since exact tra-

jectories can be traced with a locally capable robot, pre-planned painting

trajectories could be generated with methods such as those discussed

by Hegels et al. (2015). Then at run time only the trajectories are im-

portant. Finally the additional complication required to simulate and

display the paint falling on a surface was not necessary to answering

the question that the five axis robot was built to answer: Should the

tactical plan be made by the user or the robot?

9.2 future work

This thesis highlights some fruitful avenues for future work.

• Investigate tactical plans that are generated by the user, though acted

on actively by the robot, rather than a universally applied low level as-

sistance algorithm as applied in this work (Section 8.2.3). For example,

if the user could generate a plan "I want to work from the middle out-

wards", the robot could then attempt to aid the user in that plan.

• Extend the trajectory tracking task in Section 8.4 to a full 3D surface,

with changes in orientation also. This could increase complexity to

the point that the user would prefer not be overwhelmed with the

full state of the task, and perhaps take a more submissive role in the

collaboration.

• Explore different task scales and the transition between them. The Mi-

cron project (MacLachlan et al., 2012) worked in the 10µm to 1mm

range. The robots presented here and by Gregg-Smith (2016) were per-

forming tasks in the 1m range, with expected precision of around

1cm. The robot form factors were optimised for these scales. It would

be interesting to design a system that can work smoothly between such

scales, and perhaps larger scales. An example application for having

such a large dynamic range in task scales could be inspection tasks re-

quiring fine positioning over a larger object (finding fractures in struc-

tural supports, inspecting circuit boards that are mounted to structures

etc.).

• Applying the ideas presented more directly to real world tasks. An

assisted eating system, similar to the Liftware1 systems, with a locally

1 https://www.liftware.com/
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capable robot to completely isolate user tremor could be an effective

use of hand-held robotic ideas. Assistance could be adjusted based on

the stage of the eating action.

• Refining the one piece parallel linkage presented in Section 3.3.1.1 to

more degrees of freedom. A cheaply producible 4,5 and 6 degree of

freedom linkage would be useful in cost sensitive robotic applications,

such as one-time-use robots. This could be situations where the linkage

is thrown away for sanitary reasons, such as if used in medical contexts.

The body of the robot could be kept and a new linkage attached.

• Integrating a hand-held robotic system with more convenient tracking

systems that can be moved to new locations more easily.

• Investigate multi-tasking with a hand-held robot when trajectory track-

ing is a key element of the task. For example, the work by Gregg-Smith

(2016) used a task that was not demanding on user skill, rather loading

the strategic planning element of the task.

• Investigate the range of task complexities that could be solved using

the robotic gesturing method, as shown in Chapter 8 and in the work

by Gregg-Smith and Mayol-Cuevas (2016b). If complex tasks could be

completed without the need for an augmented reality headset or other

cumbersome visualisation methods, system cost could be reduced sig-

nificantly.

9.3 epilogue

Hand-held robots could radically alter the set of tools available in many

industries. Whether they are augmenting the ability of crafts people, or

bridging the gap for those with reduced ability to use traditional hand tools,

their weight, cost and complexity advantages will make them attractive op-

tions for future designers. This thesis should help these designers under-

stand the some of the options open to them regarding the degree of actu-

ation needed, as well as insight into how to interact and produce plans with

the user.
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• Display elements that add extra capability to the user are the most pop-

ular, the example presented is a augmented reality rear view display.

This was show to reduce head movement in reversing elements of the

test stage.

• This work is tangential to this thesis, though is discussed as a alternat-

ive case study in Section 2.4.
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A
C O N S T R U C T I O N O F A N I N K J E T H A N D - H E L D R O B O T

In addition to the single axis hand-held robot, presented in Section 3.2, and

the five axis hand-held robot, presented in Section 3.3, the author also con-

structed a robot based on Inkjet technology. Inkjet spraying was a natural

candidate for such a robot due to its compact size, lack of moving parts and

no need for compressed air.

This thread of research however was not used in any of the experiments

described in this thesis, or central to any of the arguments. However, some

details of the robot are presented here, as they could be useful for future

researchers and designers of hand-held robotic systems for spraying applic-

ations.

a.1 system details

Inkjet is a method of liquid dispensing based one small chambers that are

compressed with piezo electric elements, or in a variation sometimes known

as bubble-jet a heater boils some component part of the liquid causing a

sudden rise in pressure, and the ejection of a droplet from the nozzle. Singh

et al. (2010) provide a review of the applications and technology behind this

method of liquid deposition.

In this work a Xaar (2014) print head, model Xaar 128/80, was used. This

print head has 128 individually controllable nozzles, the droplet size is 80pL.

The availability of many nozzles gives this spraying method effectively one

degree of freedom when used in a spraying task, as a selection of nozzles can

be used separately to simulate moving a single or group of nozzles along a

short axis. However, due to the fact that the print nozzle array is only 17.4

mm long, the degree of freedom is only useful on the small scale.

The driving electronics for the print head are held internally, however

to use this print head on a hand-held robot, communication electronics to

interface with the print head were developed as commercial options were to

large.

The print head receives whether each head should eject a droplet in a

serial manner, then all droplets are released using a single signal. For the
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purposes of debugging an LED display that used the same communication

signals was developed, and is shown in Figure A.1.

An Odroid XU3 single board computer provides the local processing and

platform for communicating to a broader system using ROS. This then com-

municates to an microprocessor over USB, which manages the timing and

output of signals to the print head. The microprocessor also samples the

user buttons and forwards them to the ROS system. The microprocessor is

mounted to a custom Printed Circuit Board (PCB) that also provides addi-

tional power supplies, both 5V and 35V, which are derived from the on

board lithium polymer batteries.

On the front of the robot there is a camera with a wide angle lens, to be

used in identifying regions of interest for the spraying task.

a.2 inkjet robot usage and conclusions

This robot was highly compact, however for the purposes of conducting re-

search it had some significant short comings. The most major issue being the

fact that maintaining the Inkjet head for intermittent usage was unreliable.

Ink would dry in the nozzles and cause them to block. A secondary issue

is that improper purging of air from the system would lead to a section of

nozzles being blocked. Due to the nature of a hand-held robot, the orienta-

tion at any time is not well defined and as such it was not possible to strictly

follow the guidelines in the manual regarding ink pressure. The manual re-

commended having a small negative pressure on the ink supply, as the head

can act as a pump. The recommended values are a ink pressure of between

−0.1Kpa and −0.4Kpa, or between −1cm and −4cm hydro-static head us-

ing typical ink. The method that was used in this robot was to use a thin

supply tube to the Inkjet head, such that the friction would provide some

resistance to ink flow, however this was unreliable. It lead to both starving

the head of ink and unwanted leakage of ink. As such this system was too

unreliable to continue experimentation, though with some careful attention

to the liquid supply pressure regulation, such a system could be of use to

those wanting to emulate the techniques supplied in this work on a smaller

scale. Construction of a reliable Inkjet system would be possible with indus-

trial partners who were knowledgeable regarding the ink supply systems for

Inkjet.
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Figure A.1: The custom LED array used for debugging the XAAR 128 interface.

Figure A.2: An diagonal view of the inkjet hand-held robot.
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Figure A.3: A side view of the inkjet hand-held robot.



B
Q U E S T I O N N A I R E S

This appendix lists the printed questionnaires that were used in the exper-

iments in this work. See the captions for details of which chapter each is

relevant to. In the work presented in Chapter 8 the NASA TLX survey was

completed on an application installed on a tablet.
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Questionnaire for 5DoF Drawing Experiment 1

Questionnaire for 5DoF Drawing Experiment

This survey will be used to find your opinion on the methods tested in this experiment.

You are candidate:

Prior to the Experiment

1. Please enter the following personal information.

Gender:

Age:

2. Do you have any known disabilities?

3. Are you left handed or right handed: 2 Left 2 Right

4. Do you use eye correction: 2 Glasses 2 Contacts 2 None

5. Do you have any prior experience with similar spraying experiments?

2 Simulated spraying experiments without augmented reality feedback.

2 Simulated spraying experiments with augmented reality feedback.

2 None

6. Do you have any prior experience with augmented reality? 2 Yes 2 No

After the Experiment

0.1 Robot Right to Left Behaviour.

7. Rate the following (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree):

I understood how the robot was assisting

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

I felt in total control of the drawing task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

I felt I could be efficient in the drawing task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

With this behaviour I prefered the:

2Heatmap style visualisation 2 The vector line visualisation

0.2 User Location Based Behaviour.

8. Rate the following (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree):

I understood how the robot was assisting

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

Figure B.1: Page 1 of the questionnaire used in Chapter 8
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Questionnaire for 5DoF Drawing Experiment 2

I felt in total control of the drawing task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

I felt I could be efficient in the drawing task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

With this behaviour I preferred the:

2Heatmap style visualisation 2 The vector line visualisation

0.3 Heatmap Visualisation

9. Rate the following (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree):

I found the visualisation easy to understand

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

The visualisation gave me adequate detail to complete the task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

I felt the visualisation was comfortable to look at

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

0.4 Vector Line Visualisation

10. Rate the following (1 – Strongly Disagree, 5 – Strongly Agree):

I found the visualisation easy to understand

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

The visualisation gave me adequate detail to complete the task

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

I felt the visualisation was comfortable to look at

21 2 2 2 3 2 4 2 5

0.5 Overall

11. My preferred combination was:

2Heatmap + right-to-left
2 Vector line + right-to-left
2 Heatmap + user-location-based
2 Vector line + user-location-based

General Feedback:

Figure B.2: Page 2 of the questionnaire used in Chapter 8
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Spraying Experiment with Augmented Reality Feedback

Instructions to Participants

Joshua Elsdon1 and Yiannis Demiris1∗

February 17, 2018

1 Data Storage

Data collected in this experiment will be stored with your participant ID only.

2 Safety Considerations

• The experiment requires the use of trailing wires, these represent a trip hazard and you should move around the
experimental area with care.

• Whilst wearing the augmented reality headset your vision will be somewhat impaired, so special care must be
taken to avoid collisions.

• Some people feel nauseous after wearing the augmented reality headset for a short while, let the demonstrator
know and the experiment will be stopped. These effects are short lived.

• The gun is heavy, please consider holding it with two hands.

3 Experiment Guide

1. You will fill out a short questionnaire about yourself.

2. You will be shown a short video. This is primarily to demonstrate the colour scheme, and the action of the
different modes.

3. Your inter-ocular distance will be measured.

4. You will be given the headset, and asked to walk a short distance.

5. You will be given a minute to practise with the gun.

6. You will be presented with 4 spraying experiments per mode (12 total experiments). You should continue until
you are satisfied with the spray coverage. Your time is being recorded.

7. You will complete a questionnaire grading the workload of the tasks.

8. End of experiment.

∗1Joshua Elsdon, je10@ic.ac.uk, and Yiannis Demiris, y.demiris@ic.ac.uk, are with the Department of Electrical and Electronic
Engineering, Imperial College London,

Figure B.3: Page 1 of the form given to users for experiments in Chapter 7
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(a) Definitions (b) Manual

(c) Semi-Auto (d) Full-Auto

Figure 1: Surveys to be completed at the end of each task.

Figure B.4: Page 2 of the form given to users for experiments in Chapter 7
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C
S Y S T E M S C H E M AT I C S

This appendix lists the high level schematics for the three hand-held robots

presented in this work, as well as some electrical schematics that were used

to construct PCBs for the Inkjet hand-held robot. Analysis of these is outside

the scope of the thesis, and are presented here for completeness.
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Figure C.1: High level electrical schematic of the 5 axis hand-held robot. Red arrows
indicate power supply connections.
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Figure C.2: High level electrical schematic of the Inkjet based hand-held robot. Red
arrows indicate power supply connections.
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Figure C.3: High level electrical schematic of the single axis hand-held robot. Red
arrows indicate power supply connections.
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Figure C.4: This schematic shows the electrical connections used to define the cus-
tom PCB for the Inkjet hand-held robot. The 35v power supply block can
be seen in Figure C.5. The accelerometer block was left un-populated.
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Figure C.5: The electrical schematics for the 35v power supply used for the Inkjet
hand-held robot. This generates the 35v needed to drive the piezo elec-
tric elements. This is a sub-schematic of the system presented in Fig-
ure C.4.

Figure C.6: The electrical schematics for the shift register visual debugger for the
Inkjet robot. The individual shift register sections can be seen in Fig-
ure C.7. Two copies of this design are joined together to simulate the
128 nozzles of the XAAR128 inkjet head. The output of the first copy
feeds the input of the second copy.
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Figure C.7: The sub-schematic for eight lanes of the shift register driven LED de-
bugging tool. This is a sub-schematic within the design presented in
Figure C.6.
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